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Executive Summary
Neff Corporation (“Neff”) and Ahern Rentals (“Ahern”) filed for bankruptcy protection
on May 16th, 2010 and December 22nd, 2011, respectively, after a cyclical downturn in the
equipment rental industry. Although the challenging operating environment precipitated the
rapid increase in credit risk for both debtors, Neff and Ahern had idiosyncratic factors that
contributed to their bankruptcies. This paper will briefly discuss the equipment rental industry
before focusing on Neff and Ahern.
Although both restructurings were inherently different, key lessons can be gathered
from comparing and contrasting both bankruptcies: Neff had an efficient and expedited prearranged reorganization following a deliberate pre-petition process, whereas Ahern had a
poorly planned pre-petition process and a deliberately drawn out reorganization with multiple
exclusivity extensions. This paper will further explore how each stakeholder was affected by the
events in the bankruptcy proceedings, including operational turnarounds by the debtors.
This paper also presents valuation analysis on both restructurings, including
identification of the fulcrum security and the valuation dispute surrounding the Ahern
restructuring. This paper will go on to evaluate the motivations of each debtor in their forum
shopping efforts, and conclude with an analysis of how both debtors emerged from bankruptcy
and more significantly, the winners and losers from the bankruptcy proceedings.
Lastly, this paper will conclude with an industry and firm outlook, as well as the key
takeaways from both bankruptcies.
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Industry Overview
Both Neff and Ahern occupy the highly fragmented equipment rental industry, where
revenues of the top 15 firms account for a mere 30% of the total market1. The construction
equipment rental industry includes groundbreaking, high-reach aerial, crane, concrete, and
power generating units, which are rented to both commercial and individual customers 2. While
equipment can generally be classified by the nature of their use (indoor versus outdoor), firms
tend to specialize in renting a certain type of equipment. Different types of rental equipment
have their own business risks and competitive advantages. For instance, cranes are typically
rented for new commercial construction projects as opposed to power generators, which are
rented during natural disasters such as hurricanes3. Therefore, a breakdown of a firm’s
equipment base reveals valuable information not only about its customers and geographical
presence, but also about its risk profile.

Business Model and Industry Outlook
Given the industry’s fragmented nature, it is no wonder why there are over 4,000
locations offering construction equipment rentals in the United States today 4. The business
model for equipment rental firms is to rent their equipment to contractors, who may also pay
additional fees for servicing and equipment delivery. Equipment rental firms also sometimes
sell used equipment or parts as a source of revenue5. Revenues for equipment rental firms can

1

“RER 100: Top Rental Equipment Firms of 2013.”
“RER 100: Top Rental Equipment Firms of 2013.”
3
“Power Generation Rental.”
4
“Rental Equipment Industry Report.”
5
Neff Corp. FY2014 S-1.
2

6

therefore typically be divided into rental revenue for each subcategory of rental equipment,
servicing revenue, and used equipment sales.
However, the commoditized nature of the industry reduces the pricing power of
equipment rental firms, inflicting pressure on revenues especially during recessions as
competitors engage in pricing wars to survive6. Since equipment rental firms share product
offerings, they often differentiate themselves from a pricing or geographical standpoint.
In 2013, the North American rental industry had annual revenues of approximately $38
billion, and is expected to enjoy a robust 8% compounded annual growth rate (“CAGR”) from
2014 through 20187. Although the projections reflect the potential growth runway for industry
expansion, the industry had suffered a 20% drop in revenues during the Great Recession in
2008 from $40 billion to $32 billion. As the economy begins to recover, industry analysts now
expect the equipment rental industry to surpass pre-2008 levels this year, highlighting industry
cyclicality every five to ten years8.

North America Rental Industry Revenues

Part of this industry growth is driven by higher penetration of equipment rentals versus
ownership, as reflected by increased rental penetration rates from 40% in 2004 to 53% in 2013.
6

Disclosure Statement for the Debtors' Joint Plan Pursuant to Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. United States
Bankruptcy Court Southern District of New York.
7
“North American Rental Revenue to Reach $38 Billion in 2013.”
8
Neff Corp. FY2014 S-1.
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By renting instead of purchasing equipment, firms avoid incurring capital investments and
maintenance costs, and are able to access a wide array of equipment on an as-needed basis.
Penetration rates for equipment rentals are also contingent on the equipment
breakdown that each firm offers. While high-reach aerial units enjoy a high rental penetration
of around 95%, earthmoving units have only a 51% penetration rate, indicating a potential of
growth in certain categories
and stunted opportunities in
others9. For example, Ahern
Rental specializes in the highreach aerial business, which
significantly contributed to the
firm’s difficulty in growing its
revenues organically after the
Great Recession due to the
market saturation in aerial
rentals10.

9

“American Rental Association Penetration Index.”
Summary of Financial Status. United States Bankruptcy Court District of Nevada.

10

8

On the other hand, Neff has the opportunity to expand its organic revenue growth due
to the low penetration rate in earthmoving equipment, which it specializes in—a significant
competitive edge over its larger competitors due to Neff’s exposure to the segment 11.

Cost Structure
Since the life cycle of most equipment is typically five to ten years12, firms have to
periodically incur high capital investments to maintain existing equipment and acquire new
equipment. More significantly, firms may over-invest in the boom years to meet increasing
demand for rental equipment, while under-investing during recessions to preserve capital,
exacerbating the pressure on liquidity caused by the cyclical nature of the industry. For
instance, Ahern took a risky bet by doubling down its debt load from 2005 through 2008 to
acquire 16,500 lifts and other pieces of equipment to capitalize on the boom years in its
primary market, Las Vegas13.

11

Morgan Stanley Research.
“Industrial Equipment Rental & Leasing in the US: Market Research Report.”
13
“Billionaire Gores Angles for Ahern Rentals: Corporate Finance.”
12
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Competitive Landscape
United Rentals is the clear industry leader, enjoying a market share of 11% with annual
revenues of $4.2 billion. The industry is clearly fragmented, since the top four to 15 firms,
including Neff and Ahern, only enjoy significantly lower revenues ranging from $200 million to
$500 million14.

Rank

Firm

2013
Revenue
($MM)

Total
Number of
Outlets

Comments

1

United Rentals

4,196

876

Acquired by RSC in May
2012, Cerberus attempted
acquisition in 2007

2

Sunbelt Rentals
Hertz Equipment
Rental Corp.

1,843

413

1,306

285

4

Home Depot Rentals

491

1,265

5

Blueline Rental

425

132

6
7

Aggreko NA
Ahern Rentals
H&E Equipment
Services
Sunstate Equipment
Services
Finning
NES Rentals
Neff Rental
Maxim Crane Rental
Corp.
All Erection & Crane
Rental Corp.
Safway Services

392
346

66
74

339

69

300

54

288
285
281

31
77
64

280

31

225

32

200

91

3

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

14

“RER 100: Top Rental Equipment Companies of 2013.”

10

Spun off from Hertz Car
Rental
Spun off from Home
Depot
Formerly Volvo Rents,
Acquired by Platinum
Equity in Jan 2014

IPO in 2014

The fragmented nature of the industry is bolstered by geographical challenges posed by
the nature of the business. Since brick-and-mortar rental locations have to be established close
to work sites, especially those specializing in earthmoving equipment15, equipment rental firms
do not have the capability to finance new locations throughout the United States. This thereby
provides an opportunity for firms to differentiate themselves in terms of geographical reach.
While United Rentals, Inc. (“United Rentals”), Sunbelt Rentals, Inc. (“Sunbelt Rentals”), Hertz
Equipment Rental Corporation, and Home Deport Rentals are generally found scattered across
the Continental United States, the majority of equipment rental firms target certain geographic
regions due to high costs of scale in renting equipment in certain areas of the United States 16.
For example, Neff operates and concentrates in the Sunbelt region in the Southeast United
States, while Ahern operates in locations scattered mostly around the Southwest1718.
Besides geographical differentiation, firms also differentiate themselves by specializing
in different equipment, inherently altering their business risks. For instance, Maxim Crane
Rental Corporation specializes in renting crane equipment, Neff derives a majority of its
revenues from groundbreaking units (i.e. Caterpillar earthmoving trucks), and Ahern derives a
large proportion of its revenues from aerial units.

15

Morgan Stanley Research.
“Find a United Rentals Location.”
17
Neff Corp. FY2014 S-1.
18
Ahern Rentals. FY2010Q3 10-Q.
16
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Moreover, during the Great Recession, three of the 2005 top-ten equipment rental firms
went into bankruptcy, namely #6 NationsRent, Inc., #7 NES Rentals Holdings, Inc., and #8
Maxim Crane Works, L.P. (“Maxim Crane Works”)19, while other firms were acquired or bought
out. As most of the smaller rental equipment firms were acquired by financial buyers like
Platinum Equity, LLC (“Platinum Equity”) as opposed to strategic buyers, the lack of industry
consolidation during the recession signified a relatively static competitive landscape with little
change in the league tables20. As seen in the equipment rental industry, leveraged buyouts are
commonplace in cyclical industries, especially during economic downturns since private equity
firms can buy the debt at deep discounts and investor returns can be reaped from multiple
expansion when the economy recovers. Additionally, bankruptcy also becomes a familiar
procedure during cyclical downturns, providing opportunity for distressed investors to
capitalize on. As a result, the past two nonresidential construction cycles have contributed to
investor apprehension towards equipment rental firms21.

19

High Yield Research: Ahern Rentals, Inc.
“Why Contractors Are Renting More and Buying Less.”
21
High Yield Research: Ahern Rentals, Inc.
20
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Porter’s Five Forces
Porter's Five Forces Model evaluates an industry’s bargaining power of suppliers,
bargaining power of customers, threat of substitute products, threat of new entrants, and
industry competition. As shown in the diagram below, the equipment rental industry is
predominantly threatened by competition, as the industry occupies a capital-intensive niche:

Suppliers
-Brand name in construction
equipment
-Suppliers can only be replaced
with equipment every 5-10 years

Substitutes

Industry Competition

-Lack of substitutes results in
strong position
-Alternative to rentals is
purchases, resulting high
capex, depreciation

-Highly cyclical business means periodic
bankruptcies, high leverage
-Regional focus results in high
competition among regional distributers
-Low product differentiation in
equipment renting results in competitive
nature

Customers
-Retail customers have high
bargaining power, can
choose which units to rent
-Corporate end users have
low bargaining power, due
to necessity of renting

New Entrants
-Geographic access and costs of
scales for smaller companies
-Must face diversified equipment
rentals, such as Home Depot and
Hertz

In general, the equipment rental industry is extremely competitive in nature. There is a
lack of substitute service in that renting equipment is advantageous for most end-users as
opposed to purchasing units22. However, the industry rarely sees new entrants due to the high
startup costs and existing competition from diversified and larger competitors. There is
22

“Home Customer Service Why Rent?”
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relatively strong bargaining power from customers, due to the lack of product differentiation
for rental firms, which may be more evident in retail sales where customers possess higher
brand mobility than corporate end users that rent equipment on an operational basis. While
there are several notable brands amongst manufacturing equipment such as Caterpillar, Inc.,
suppliers generally have strong bargaining power because of the long life-cycle of such
equipment, ranging from five to 10 years for most equipment. Hence, the equipment rental
industry was and is expected to remain highly competitive in the future.

Firm Overview
Neff
Incorporated in 1995, Neff has had an eventful history with two initial public offerings,
two leveraged buyouts, and a bankruptcy. When it filed for bankruptcy, Neff was the 13th
largest equipment rental firm, with a majority of its revenues coming from earthmoving
equipment rentals concentrated in the Sunbelt
region of the United States23. Operating 63
locations before entering into bankruptcy, Neff
faced a challenging operating environment, an
overleveraged balance sheet, and liquidity
constraints.

23

Timeline
1995
Mar-98
Sep-98
Dec-03
Jun-07
May-10
Oct-10
Sep-14

“Neff Corp. History.”

14

Key Event
Incorporation
S-1 / IPO
Mark Irion named CFO
Voluntary Delisting
Acquisition by Lightyear
Capital
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
Neff Reemerges from
Bankruptcy
Neff IPO

Revenue Model
Neff’s total revenue is comprised of three categories: rental revenues from renting
equipment, parts and services for providing equipment services for rental units and selling
replacement parts, and equipment sales for selling used rental equipment to customers. Neff’s
rental revenues could be further broken down by equipment type: 47% of Neff’s at-purchase
rental fleet was comprised of earthmoving units
prior to bankruptcy. This focus on earthmoving
equipment

has

magnified

since

exiting

bankruptcy, with 54% of its 2014 pre-IPO fleet
consisting of earthmoving equipment. Due to
the low penetration rates for earthmoving
equipment relative to other rental equipment,
Neff’s EBITDA has recovered significantly postbankruptcy as its exposure to the segment
24

provided the fuel for growing its revenue .

24

Neff Corp. FY2014 S-1.
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% Fleet (PreBankruptcy)
Earthmoving
47%
Material
17%
Handling
Aerial
15%
Other
22%
Category

% Fleet
(2014)
54%
16%
13%
17%

Store Locations
The close proximity and geographical concentration of Neff’s store locations mean that
Neff has high costs of scale and regional penetration within its targeted areas, with a few
clustered locations scattered in the Southeast, which differentiates Neff from its competitors
like United Rentals and Sunbelt Rentals that are more equitably distributed across the United
States25. Although Neff’s geographical concentration helped Neff from a competitive
standpoint, it proved to be insufficient in generating sufficient free cash flow to meet debt
repayments during the Great Recession. However, it is precisely Neff’s geographical and
revenue concentrations in the Southeast and earthmoving segment respectively that aided
Neff’s swift recovery post-bankruptcy to pre-crisis levels.

25

Neff Corp. FY2014 S-1.
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Ahern
Incorporated in 1953, Ahern is a family-run enterprise led by owner-operator Don
Ahern26. In fact, Ahern is the largest independently owned equipment rental firm in the United
States. At the time of bankruptcy, Ahern was the 7th largest equipment rental firm, deriving the
bulk of its revenues from aerial and other highreach units spread across the United States
with

a

geographical

focus

on

Nevada.

Timeline
1953
Feb-94
Dec-11
Jun-13

Key Event
Incorporation
Don Ahern named CEO
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
Ahern Emerges from
Bankruptcy

Operating 72 locations across the Southern
United States before entering into bankruptcy27, Ahern experienced the same challenging
operating environment and overleveraged balance sheet issues that Neff faced, which drove it
into bankruptcy.

Revenue Model
Ahern’s total revenue is comprised of three categories: rental revenues from high-reach
rentals, rental revenues from general rentals, and revenues from sale of equipment and parts
and servicing. Ahern specializes in high-reach aerial rentals, making up approximately 78% of its
total original equipment cost of its fleet. Due to the high penetration rates of aerials, Ahern
occupies a relatively saturated market compared to other equipment rental firms.

26
27

“Ahern Rentals Inc.”
Ahern Rentals. FY2010Q3 10-Q.
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Store Locations
With compared against its peers, Ahern has a relatively low geographic focus, creating
inefficiencies of scale that hindered Ahern’s ability to meet its debt repayments. More
significantly, prior to bankruptcy, Ahern was significantly exposed to the Nevada market in
terms of revenue concentration28. Rather than focusing on geographical differentiation, Ahern
tends to focus on penetrating with new markets with a focus on high-reach aerial equipment,
forfeiting the economies of scale through geographical concentration.

28

Ahern Rentals. FY2010Q3 10-Q.
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SWOT Analysis
By capitalizing on their strengths as regional equipment rental firms, namely
groundbreaking units for Neff and high-reach aerial units for Ahern, both firms can improve
their financial performances.

Strengths










High CAGR expected going forward
Geographical differentiation (Neff)
High geographical costs of scale

Opportunities



Weaknesses
Low margins
Consistent losses, chance of bankruptcy
High leverage
Cyclicality of industry
High depreciation, capital expenditures

Threats



Regional focus (Ahern)
Increasing penetration of rentals

Continued cyclicality
Increased competition from mid-sized
equipment rentals

Corporate and Capital Structures
Neff
Unlike Ahern which is family run, Neff experienced significant changes in its shareholder
base over the years, culminating in a much more complex corporate structure. Prior to its
bankruptcy, Neff was taken private in a leveraged buyout led by Lightyear Capital, LLC
(“Lightyear”) in 2007. Hence, Neff entered into bankruptcy with the following corporate
structure: Lightyear owned 55% of the firm’s equity, while General Electric Pension Trust and
Norwest Equity Partners owned the remaining 45% of equity.

19

During the bankruptcy proceedings, Wayzata performed a debt-for-equity swap and
became Neff’s third private equity firm owner. Today, Wayzata owns 55% of the voting interest
in reorganized Neff’s equity29 to preserve control over the firm. With a dual-class stock
structure in place, reorganized Neff is able to tap on the public equity markets while allowing its
sponsor to retain control over the firm to implement any operational changes or issue any
dividend recapitalizations, which may pose as a potential risk to Neff’s financial condition in the
future.

29

Neff Corp. FY2014 S-1.
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Ahern
On a simpler note, Ahern is owned by two shareholders, Don Ahern and his brother,
John Paul Ahern, Jr. With a 97% equity stake in Ahern’s equity pre-bankruptcy, Don Ahern is an
owner-operator who led the bankruptcy negotiations with the creditors and emerged
triumphant from the bankruptcy by preserving his equity interests in the reorganized entity.
Currently, Ahern is undergoing a management transition as Don Ahern recently
promoted his son, Evan Ahern, to President of the firm. Furthermore, Ahern has an entrenched
management team as none of the team has been replaced since 2004 30. In return for Don
Ahern’s freedom to do as he pleases within the firm, Ahern is unable to tap on public equity
financing and has to rely on debt financing for its expansion plans, which ultimately contributed
to its bankruptcy.

30

“How Ahern Rentals Landed in Bankruptcy.”
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Overview of Bankruptcy Causes
While Neff and Ahern went bankrupt for their unique reasons, Neff’s bankruptcy in May
2010 and Ahern’s 19 months later in December 2011 had one notable similarity: both were
indirectly caused by the harsh operating environment from the Great Recession. Yet, there
were idiosyncratic factors contributing to each bankruptcy. For Neff, an overleveraged balance
sheet from multiple leveraged buyouts and liquidity constraints meant that Neff was vulnerable
to bankruptcy if revenues fell precipitously, which was the final straw that drove it to
bankruptcy. On the other hand, Ahern’s bankruptcy was driven by its overexpansion plans, its
stringent maintenance covenants concerning capital expenditures ceilings, and its costly
financing that decimated the firm’s cash flows.

Challenging Operating Environment
When the Great Recession hit, Neff had to navigate through rough waters, notably its
primary markets: Florida and California.
With domestic construction activity being

Neff Financials (in millions)
Total revenues

2007
$329.9

% growth

2008
$277.1

2009
$191.7

(16.0%) (30.8%)

a key revenue driver, Neff’s revenues fell precipitously and screeched to a halt in 2009.
Furthermore, competitors also sought to preserve market share and equipment utilization rates
by drastically reducing rental rates nationwide. As Neff faced liquidity troubles, it was forced to
liquidate part of its equipment to meet its debt repayments. As customer demand withered and
fleet sizes diminished, Neff’s equipment value in the secondary market was also negatively
impacted, perpetuating a downward spiral that pointed towards bankruptcy.

22

Even though Neff fought for its survival by implementing multiple cost-cutting and
marketing initiatives to lower its cost base and stabilize revenues, such efforts proved to be a
futile attempt in the face of impending bankruptcy. As with a typical corporate restructuring,
Neff laid off employees, shut down branches, and reduced repair and supply costs while
improving sales efficiency and incentivizing sales personnel to acquire new business and
leverage existing customer accounts31. Nonetheless, such efforts proved to be beneficial in
preserving part of Neff’s cash generation ability when it was protected under bankruptcy law.
Similarly, Ahern experienced a time lag in the recovery of its revenues and cash flows.
Lower customer demand for construction equipment in Las Vegas led to immediate revenue
declines of nearly 50%32. However, Ahern’s specialty in aerials rentals also meant that the firm’s
revenues were much more dependent on nonresidential construction projects than its
competitors, which screeched to a halt in 2009.

31

Disclosure Statement for the Debtors' Joint Plan Pursuant to Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. Bankruptcy
Court Southern District of New York.
32
“2009 Annual Report.”
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Causes of Bankruptcy for Neff
Neff was in the classic “good company, bad balance sheet” situation, where it took on
more debt than it could service in tougher times. The Great Recession and the ensuing
economic slowdown put enormous pressure on Neff’s highly leveraged capital structure. As
Neff experienced lower equipment rental volumes, operating cash flows, and borrowing
capacity, it filed for a prearranged Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in May 2010 in order to
shrink its balance sheet and eliminate over $400 million of debt33.

Overleveraged Balance Sheet from Leveraged Buyouts
In a span of two years from 2005 to 2007, Neff’s debt burden increased from $230
million to $734 million due to two heavily leveraged buyouts by Odyssey Investment Partners
(“Odyssey”) in 2005 and Lightyear in 2007. During this period leading up to the Great Recession,
private equity firms like Odyssey and Lightyear fueled the flurry of acquisitions in the
equipment rental industry by taking full advantage of the cheap credit sloshing around in the
debt markets34. More significantly, amid deal frenzy, private equity firms like Lightyear ponied
up higher purchase prices for firms like Neff. In fact, Lightyear’s $935.9 million purchase price
was nearly double what Odyssey paid for Neff two years earlier in a stronger market
environment35.

33

“Neff Rental Files for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy.”
“Opportunities in Private Market Special Situations.”
35
Notice of Motion of the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors for Entry of an Order Authorizing the
Committee to Prosecute Certain Claims on Behalf of the Bankruptcy Estates. United States Bankruptcy Court for
the Southern District of New York.
34
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As the economy cratered during the Great Recession, Neff was having difficulty servicing
its debt repayments and barely a year after the leveraged buyout, Lightyear was “scrambling for
means to reduce its debt load and affirmatively disclosing the risk of bankruptcy”36. This paper
will now explore in depth how both leveraged buyouts exacerbated Neff’s financial condition.

2005 Leveraged Buyout
100%

The leveraged buyout led by Odyssey valued Neff at an
enterprise value of $510 million37. The buyout was supported by new
financing that increased Neff’s debt burden from $230 million to

80%

60%

$403.7 million, supported by $97.3 million of equity put up by Odyssey

40%

and its co-investors. More significantly, on a pro-forma basis through

20%

LTM March 2005, Neff’s Debt/EBITDA would rise to 4.7x and retained

Debt
80.6%

Equity
19.4%
0%
Odyssey LBO (2005)

36

Notice of Motion of the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors for Entry of an Order Authorizing the
Committee to Prosecute Certain Claims on Behalf of the Bankruptcy Estates. United States Bankruptcy Court for
the Southern District of New York.
37
“Mergers & Acquisitions Insights: Middle Market M&A Outlook 2006.”
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cash flow to debt would be a measly 9%38. Furthermore, Neff’s capital surplus of $306,000 (as
of December 31, 2004) worsened to a gaping capital deficit of $128.1 million by December 31,
200539. As Moody’s Investors Service, a credit rating agency, best summarized the leveraged
buyout, “there will be marked erosion in the company’s credit metrics…this represents an
aggressive financial strategy and it increases financial risk materially.”40
In spite of the increased debt burden, Neff’s operations could still comfortably service
debt repayments due to increase in cash flow from improving operations. The timing of the
leveraged buyout was perfect as the equipment

Neff Financials (in millions)
Total revenues

rental industry was on the cyclical upswing41.
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2004
$247.7

2005
$279.6

2006
$330.3

Adjusted EBIT
Adjusted EBIT margin

$24.2
9.8%

$52.7
18.9%

$82.9
25.1%

Net (loss) income
Income taxes
Interest expense
Depreciation of rental equipment
Other depreciation
Amortization expense

6.0
17.3
41.7
5.9
2.0

(13.0)
33.0
48.0
5.5
6.7

35.1
(5.1)
50.7
59.0
5.9
2.1

(1.1)
$71.9
29.0%

4.8
21.3
$106.1
38.0%

2.4
$150.2
45.5%

Loss on debt extinguishment
Adjustments to gain on sale of business
Recapitalization expenses
Stock compensation expense
Adjusted EBITDA
Adjusted EBITDA margin
Source: Neff's 10-K
Note: Adjusted for one-time charges

Even

though Odyssey implemented minimal operational improvements, Neff’s credit profile
improved dramatically as construction spending levels strengthened, thanks to the US
economic recovery. In fact, one year after the leveraged buyout, Neff announced that it

38

“Moody's Assigns Caa1 Rating to Neff's Proposed Second Priority Debt; The Outlook is Stable.”
Notice of Motion of the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors for Entry of an Order Authorizing the
Committee to Prosecute Certain Claims on Behalf of the Bankruptcy Estates. United States Bankruptcy Court for
the Southern District of New York.
40
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planned an initial public offering to raise as much as $345 million in common stock 42.
Unfortunately, Neff experienced a different fate under Lightyear’s financial engineering efforts,
highlighting an important lesson in private equity: timing is everything when you are borrowing
to purchase a cyclical company. Nimbly timed, however, an investment at the bottom of the
cycle can magnify any earnings gains.

2007 Leveraged Buyout
Neff’s initial public offering was shelved when Odyssey found another buyer that was
“intent on maximizing leverage to facilitate its acquisition.” In spite of Neff’s heavy debt load
and a disappointing first quarter performance, “Odyssey and the Odyssey-controlled Board of
Directors directed Neff to take on substantial additional
leverage” that was “expended almost entirely on payments to
shareholders.” Lightyear led the $935.9 million leveraged
buyout, which was supported by $191 million of equity by the
consortium. Odyssey and its co-investors made an eye-popping
375% return on their initial investments, receiving a
consideration

of

$366.8

million

while leaving Neff saddled with a
heavy debt burden43.

Sources
Credit Facility
Second Lien Facility
10% Notes
Equity Contributions
Total Sources

42

$214.3
290.0
230.0
201.6
$935.9

Uses
Purchase of equity
Repayment of indebtedness
Tender premiums
Transaction costs
Total Uses

$366.8
501.8
42.6
24.7
$935.9

“Rentals in the Digital Age.”
Notice of Motion of the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors for Entry of an Order Authorizing the
Committee to Prosecute Certain Claims on Behalf of the Bankruptcy Estates. United States Bankruptcy Court for
the Southern District of New York.
43
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On a pro forma basis for 2007, Debt/EBITDA increased to 4.6x, “position[ing] Neff as one
of the more leveraged firms in the universe of rated equipment rental firms.”44 At this point, it
seems fitting to reiterate the importance of timing when purchasing a cyclical company, as
Odyssey employed greater leverage in the 2005 leveraged buyout on a Debt/EBITDA basis—
pro-forma Debt/EBITDA was 4.7x versus 4.6x for the 2007 leveraged buyout.
When the Great Recession hit, the equipment rental industry slowed considerably45.
More significantly, Neff’s high fixed cost structure resulted in significant erosion in its operating
margins and cash generation ability, leaving the firm insolvent as it did not have sufficient
liquidity to weather the storm. Unlike Neff’s previous owners that collectively pocketed $366.8
million, Lightyear and its co-investors lost all $191 million of their equity investment.
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44
45

“Moody's Confirms Neff's Ratings; Assigns Ratings to New Credit Facilities.”
Neff Corp. FY2014 S-1.
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Liquidity Constraint
The prolonged decline in construction spending presented ongoing demand and pricing
challenges for Neff, reducing its liquidity. Neff was also unable to raise fresh financing as
domestic credit markets dried up during the Great Recession46.

Given its highly leveraged capital structure, Neff also had to operate under strict cash
management policies, which limited working capital and available liquidity. In January 2009,
Neff’s asset based lending facility (“ABL”) lenders implemented a swap reserve that expanded
to $25 million, further limiting Neff’s liquidity. The availability under the ABL was computed
using a borrowing base formula that was determined by reference to the appraised value of
Neff’s accounts receivable, parts inventory, and rental equipment. As equipment values
deteriorated during the Great Recession, Neff’s lenders determined that the availability as of
April 30, 2009 was only $21.1 million, triggering a lockbox arrangement where all cash receipts
were automatically applied to outstanding ABL indebtedness. In short, the lockbox
arrangement took Neff’s last gasping breath as the ABL was in effect the firm’s remaining
primary source of liquidity when Neff filed for bankruptcy47.
46

“Opportunities in Private Market Special Situations.”
Disclosure Statement for the Debtors' Joint Plan Pursuant to Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. United States
Bankruptcy Court Southern District of New York.
47
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Causes of Bankruptcy for Ahern
Ahern was primarily hurt by taking on excessive debt for expansion before the Great
Recession slashed demand for its construction equipment. More significantly, Ahern could not
meet debt repayments for its sources of costly financing. To make matters worse, Ahern faced
indenture limits that prevented the firm from adopting further measures to accelerate its
business recovery. Ultimately, Ahern failed to receive an extension on its Revolving Credit
Facility, and decided to file for bankruptcy.

Debt-Financed Expansion
Planning to take advantage of a boom in Las Vegas, Ahern took a risky bet by doubling
down its debt load to $611.2 million from 2005 through 2008 to acquire 16,500 lifts and other
pieces of equipment48. In fact, Ahern invested $191.6 million in 2007 and $178.6 million in 2008
to capitalize on the growth potential of key markets like Las Vegas. In the pre-crisis years, Ahern
was in a position of considerable strength, enjoying rosy EBITDA margins and high returns on
capital. By taking on excessive leverage to expand its
operations, Ahern’s EBITDA rose from $80 million in 2005 to
$150 million by 200849. However, its leveraged position also
represented that its earnings was much more sensitive than
its peers in an economic downturn. Since Ahern was so dependent on rental revenue from the
nonresidential construction industry, it was severely impacted by the downturn in construction

48
49

“Billionaire Gores Angles for Ahern Rentals: Corporate Finance.”
“TMA Event: Ahern Rentals' Turnaround Case Study: An Inside Look, Lessons Learned.”
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activity when the Great Recession hit, affecting its ability to meet debt repayments. Specifically,
Ahern was affected by a reduction in both new projects as well as often-abrupt cancellation of
existing projects, significantly impairing Ahern’s equipment utilization rates50.
Furthermore, Ahern opened 24 new branches between 2009 and 2010 throughout the
South and the East Coast as a last-ditch attempt to generate free cash flow, incurring significant
costs since the hard cost to open a new branch and get it running is significantly high. More
significantly, Ahern failed to capitalize on the positive cash flow generated by new branches in
time due to the time lag. Guy Ramsey, publisher of trade magazine Lift and Access, best sums it
up, “It takes a minimum of 6 to 8 months—if you’re lucky—to generate any positive cash flow.
Ahern didn’t have enough time for those branches to mature.”51 Hence, Ahern was forced to
resort to additional sources of financing that exacerbated its liquidity troubles.

Costly Financing
With the hopes of capitalizing on a recovery, Ahern tried to prolong the bankruptcy
process by taking on costly financing, issuing a staggering $95 million 16% First Lien Term Loan
that was payable in cash on the 15th of each month in January 201052. Although Ahern was now
able to meet its operating expenses, it had to also account for a monthly cash outflow that
became a significant risk when its free cash flow was being decimated in the process.

50

Disclosure Statement for the Second Amended Plan of Reorganization for Ahern Rentals, Inc. Proposed by
Certain Holders of the 9¼% Senior Secured Second Lien Notes Due 2013. United States Bankruptcy Court District of
Nevada.
51
“How Ahern Rentals Landed in Bankruptcy.”
52
“Ahern Rentals, Inc. Announces Amendment to Its $350 Million Credit Facility and Completion of $95 Million
Term Loan Financing.”
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Of the $95 million raised, $40 million was issued in exchange for $53.3 million of the
firm’s 9.25% Second Lien Notes53. By issuing the First Lien Term Loan, Ahern was essentially
binding itself with more restrictive covenants when performing a debt exchange54.
From the Revolving Credit Facility creditors’ perspective, they must have felt threatened
by the cash exiting the business since Ahern had to also fork out exorbitant cash interest
expense with the new First Lien Term Loan, potentially impairing the liquidation value and their
recovery rates55. Hence, it was no surprise that three of the revolving creditors became
holdouts in the creditor negotiations with Ahern regarding a one-year extension of the
Revolving Credit Facility, forcing Ahern to file for bankruptcy in turn56. In other words, the
decision to prolong its bankruptcy filing ironically became the catalyst that drove Ahern into
bankruptcy.

Indenture Limits
Ahern was also limited from strategically investing in capital expenditures to drive
positive free cash flow. The terms set forth in the bond indentures included a maximum capital
expenditures maintenance metric, whereby capital expenditures were “determined based on a
time utilization and dollar utilization performance grid.” This maintenance covenant ultimately
led to drastic cutbacks in capital expenditures that Ahern experienced in 2009 and 2010. The
firm was trying to increase its utilization rates to help it recover its EBITDA to pre-crisis levels,
53

“Ahern Rentals, Inc. Announces Amendment to Its $350 Million Credit Facility and Completion of $95 Million
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but it could not do so unless it expanded its equipment base, causing the firm to bleed its cash
flow in a tepid economic environment57 and eventually to file for bankruptcy.

Could the Bankruptcy Have Been Predicted?
Altman Z Double-Prime Score
The significant drop in construction activity during the Great Recession crushed revenue
figures for every equipment rental firm, sending shockwaves across credit ratings within the
equipment rental industry, including Neff and Ahern58. Since the equipment rental business is
non-manufacturing, this paper analyzed both firms using the Altman Z double-prime score and
discovered that both firms were often distressed as they had negative Z-scores. More
significantly, the Z-scores do indicate periods of severity for each firm, providing an early
warning sign that boded an impending credit crisis.
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Neff
While Neff’s Altman Z double-prime score has always been negative, the score took a
nosedive in 2008, indicating the firm’s poor performance.

Year Z”Score Rating
2006 (1.16)
B3
2007 (0.37)
B3

Neff's Z-Score
0.0
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Z-Score

(0.5)
(1.0)
(1.5)
(2.0)
(2.5)

Z” Score Analysis
(End of Year)
CA - CL over Total
Assets
Retained Earnings
over Total Assets
EBIT over Total
Assets
BV Equity over BV
Liabilities
Z”-Score

2006

2007

Q1
2008

Q2
2008

Q3
2008

2011

2012

2013

3Q
2014

Weight

(0.27) (0.28)

0.01

(0.23)

(0.21)

(0.21)

0.00

(0.51)

(0.51)

(0.49)

6.56

0.08

(0.09) (0.09)

(0.10)

(0.12)

(0.14)

(0.10)

0.04

0.08

0.03

3.26

0.07

0.17

(0.04)

(0.07)

(0.07)

(0.08)

(0.04)

0.09

0.13

0.11

6.72

(0.22) (0.16)

0.15

0.13

0.12

0.11

0.16

0.18

0.01

(0.35)

1.05

2005

(1.27) (1.16) (0.37) (2.14) (2.13) (2.27) (0.44) (2.46) (2.20) (2.75)

Neff re-emerged from bankruptcy with a Z double-prime of (0.44), which was the
highest score the firm had achieved since 2005. However, the firm’s Z-score breakdown up until
bankruptcy indicates that the firm’s retailed earnings, net working capital, and EBIT were all
negative leading until the bankruptcy, which are clear signs of a precipitously low Z-score and a
distressed firm. Only until 2012 did Neff manage to achieve positive retained earnings and EBIT,
although the recovery was notably rapid following the firm’s bankruptcy.
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($MM)
Year:
Revenue

2005

% Growth
EBITDA

% Growth
EBIT

% Growth
NI

% Growth

2006

2007

2011

$279.60 $330.30 $329.90
12.90% 18.10%
-0.10%
$84.90 $147.80
$61.00
18.00% 74.10% -58.70%
$31.40
$82.90 ($39.20)
29.80% 163.60%
NM
($13.00) $35.10 ($119.90)
NM
NM
NM

2012

2013

TTM

$244.80 $291.00 $327.20 $358.30
NA
18.80% 12.50%
9.50%
$86.70 $118.40 $152.10 $175.40
NA
36.70% 28.40% 15.30%
($16.20) $42.50
$67.50
$65.30
NA
NM
59.00% (3.20%)
($36.80) $17.50
$40.50
$15.90
NA
NM
131.20% (60.80%)

Ahern
While Ahern’s Altman Z double-prime score has always been negative, the score had
been deteriorating since 2007, taking a huge dive to (4.15) by the third quarter in 2010.

Z”Score
(1.37)
(1.22)
(1.71)
(3.39)
(4.15)

Rating
B2
B2
B3
Caa2
Caa2

Ahern's Z-Score
0.0

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

(0.5)

Z-Score

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

(1.0)
(1.5)
(2.0)
(2.5)

Z' Score Analysis
(End of Year)
CA - CL over Total
Assets
Retained Earnings
over Total Assets
EBIT over Total
Assets
BV Equity over BV
Liabilities
Z''-Score

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Q1
Q2
2010 2010
TTM TTM

(0.35)

(0.20)

(0.38)

(0.33)

(0.38)

(0.44)

(0.39)

(0.41)

(0.41)

6.56

0.07

0.07

0.08

0.07

0.07

(0.04)

(0.17)

(0.19)

(0.20)

3.26

0.10

0.11

0.11

0.09

0.07

(0.05)

(0.08)

(0.09)

(0.09)

6.72

0.10

0.09

0.10

0.09

0.08

(0.03)

(0.06)

(0.10)

(0.13)

1.05

(1.33) (0.28) (1.37) (1.22)
35

(1.71)

Q3
2010 Weight
TTM

(3.39) (3.70) (4.01) (4.15)

Ahern’s Z-scores tell a story that reflects the nature and severity of the shock it
experienced in both 2008 and 2009. Although the score was always negative, the Great
Recession brought the firm to its knees when it almost went insolvent. The quick ratio
remained consistently negative throughout the time period. However, Ahern’s book value of
equity and EBIT significantly deteriorated in 2009, negatively impacting the score. More
significantly, the issuance of the First Lien Term Loan exacerbated Ahern’s credit risk, causing
the Z-score to tumble further.

($MM) Year:
Revenue

% Growth
EBITDA

% Growth
EBIT

% Growth
NI

% Growth

2006
$266.00
30.6%
$116.50
45.2%
$56.30
45.1%
$25.20
349.8%
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2007
$340.50
28.0%
$144.70
24.2%
$63.70
13.2%
$21.90
(12.9%)

2008
$381.60
12.1%
$150.10
3.7%
$50.40
(20.8%)
$6.70
(69.5%)

2009
$284.30
(25.5%)
$67.70
(54.9%)
($34.00)
NM
($70.90)
NM

Could the Neff Bankruptcy Have Been Predicted?
What Went Wrong with the 2007 Leveraged Buyout?
At the time of closing, the transaction appeared to make financial sense for Lightyear as
it acquired Neff at a discount relative to other acquisitions in the equipment rental industry
based on transaction multiples59.
Announcement
Acquiror
Date
Aug-07
The Carlyle Group
National Hire Group
Apr-07
Lightyear Capital
Oct-06
Oak Hill Capital Partners
Ripplewood Investments, LLC
Jul-06
Ashtead Group
May-06
Diamond Castle Holdings
Jan-06
H&E Equipment Services
Oct-05
Ashtead Group
Apr-05
Odyssey Investment Partners

Target

EV/LTM EV/LTM EV/LTM
Sales
EBITDA EBIT
2.72x
6.6x
12.0x

Coates Hire
Neff Rental
RSC Equipment Rental

2.56x
2.36x

5.7x
5.5x

10.2x
9.3x

NationsRent
NES Rentals
Eagle High Reach
Northridge Equipment Services
Neff Corp.

1.39x
1.32x
N/A
1.82x
1.83x

5.1x
5.0x
4.7x
5.4x
5.8x

13.5x
18.0x
N/A
N/A
15.3x

2.00x
1.83x

5.5x
5.5x

13.0x
12.7x

Average
Median
Source: United Rentals, Inc. 8-K

Although Neff was one of the highest levered firms in the industry606162, its pro-forma
Debt/EBITDA post-acquisition was in line with previous acquisitions made by private equity
firms like Oak Hill Capital Partners and Diamond Castle Holdings, LLC in the industry. Yet, RSC
Equipment Rental, Inc. and NES Rentals Holdings flourished and avoided bankruptcy while Neff
cratered under its crushing debt
load. This begs the question:
why was this time different?

Announcement
Acquiror
Target
Date
Apr-07
Lightyear Capital
Neff Rental
Oct-06
Oak Hill Capital Partners
RSC Equipment Rental
Ripplewood Investments, LLC
May-06
Diamond Castle Holdings
NES Rentals
Source: Moody's Investors Service

59

Post-Acquisition
PF Debt/EBITDA
4.6x
4.3x

United Rentals, Inc. 8-K.
“Moody's Confirms Neff's Ratings; Assigns Ratings to New Credit Facilities.”
61
“Moody's Downgrades NES Ratings (Corporate Family Rating to B3); Assigns Caa1 Rating to Proposed Second
Lien Credit Facility; Outlook Stable.”
62
“Moody's Rates Rental Service Corp.'s Debt.”
60
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4.5x

Liquidity Cushion
RSC Equipment Rental, Inc. (“RSC”) and NES Rentals Holdings (“NES”) both entered the
downturn with ample liquidity to weather the storm. RSC raised $458.3 million in an initial
public offering at the height of the boom in May 2007, which was mostly used to repay $253.7
million of debt and shore up liquidity63.
On the other hand, NES made sure that it was adequately capitalized in the event of an
economic downturn. As a post-reorganization firm that filed for bankruptcy in June 2003, NES
had experienced a similar fate to Neff during the previous economic downturn and took
corrective measures when it emerged from bankruptcy64. Ananda Rakhit, Chief Information
Officer of NES, best sums up NES’ efforts, “[NES] had anticipated the [collapse of the
construction market] and proactively took steps to alleviate it, including shrinking the
company…What we learned from the recession was to be more efficient to be more
competitive.” Unlike Neff, which only began implementing its corporate restructuring efforts
during the downturn, NES was completely focused on such cost-cutting initiatives early on,
thereby reaping the benefits of its efforts during the downturn. The cost-cutting initiatives
include limiting capital investments to cost-effective projects, such as web-based asset tracking
solutions65. Within 14 months after the acquisition, NES also divested its non-core assets,
including its tank, manned crane, traffic safety, and studio equipment rental units to focus on
its aerial equipment rental business66.
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65
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66
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64
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Hence, the different fates of these firms can be pointed towards liquidity constraint,
which can drive the final nail into the coffin of firms operating in a highly cyclical industry.

The 2008 Exchange
Other than Neff’s deteriorating credit profile, Neff’s creditor negotiations (the “2008
Exchange”) also caused alarm bells to ring at Neff. In 2008, Neff approached institutional
holders of the Senior Notes, which were 10% unsecured notes with a total face amount of
$230.0 million, to convert the Senior Notes into subordinated secured First Lien Term Loans at a
significant discount to their face amount premium to their trading value. From a game theory
point of view, Neff executed the 2008 Exchange skillfully as it began negotiations by
affirmatively disclosing the risk of bankruptcy67 to holders of the Senior Notes, taking into
consideration of their subordinated nature in the capital structure.
Although holders who chose to participate in the 2008 Exchange would be elevated to a
higher seniority in the capital structure, they would only receive
45% of the face amount of their bonds. However, when faced
with the risk of their investments being wiped out if Neff enters
into bankruptcy, most holders of the Senior Notes caved to the
exchange orchestrated by Neff. $195.7 million in Senior Notes
were exchanged, reducing Neff’s overall indebtedness by $107.8
million and consequently net cash interest expense of $13 million. Pursuant to the 2008

67

Notice of Motion of the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors for Entry of an Order Authorizing the
Committee to Prosecute Certain Claims on Behalf of the Bankruptcy Estates. United States Bankruptcy Court for
the Southern District of New York.
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Exchange, the Senior Notes indenture was also amended to eliminate certain restrictive
covenants and weaken upstream subsidiary guarantee provisions of the Senior Notes that did
not participate in the 2008 Exchange68. Despite the success of the 2008 Exchange, Neff was still
saddled with a heavy debt burden from its $214.3 million First Lien Credit Facility and $290
million Second Lien Term Loan.

Could the Ahern Bankruptcy Have Been Predicted?
Issuance of First Lien Term Loan
Ahern’s First Lien Term Loan issuance in 2010 should have been a major red flag as the
cash interest rate was a staggering 16%, which creates a drain on the firm’s declining cash
flows. The monthly cash outflow posed a significant credit risk especially when Ahern’s free
cash flow was being decimated in the process69.

Ahern's Cash Interest Expense
$50

$MM

$40
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Disclosure Statement for the Debtors' Joint Plan Pursuant to Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. United States
Bankruptcy Court Southern District of New York.
69
“2009 Annual Report.”
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Furthermore, the new covenants under the amended credit facility included a net
capital restriction that was fixed to some amount for the first two quarters of 2010, with a
subsequent adjustment based on dollar utilization of equipment and minimum time utilization
for equipment of 45%. These two covenants forced Ahern to curtail its capital expenditures
instead of turning around its operations with existing equipment70, which exacerbated Ahern’s
financial condition that ultimately led it to bankruptcy.

Pre-Petition Process
Although both Neff and Ahern had planned for their bankruptcy prior to the petition
date, Neff’s pre-petition planning efforts proved to be much more successful as it had a
deliberate pre-petition process that involved extensive negotiations with key creditors,
marketing efforts for post-petition financing, and parallel “third party” sales and investment
marketing. Conversely, Ahern only began to initiate negotiations with key creditors one year
prior to approaching its debt maturity wall as a last-ditch attempt to survive. It was no wonder
why Ahern’s pre-petition planning efforts failed, as several of its revolving creditors refused to
extend the maturity date on its Revolving Credit Facility since it was apparent that Ahern was
unable to meet its debt repayments unless a balance sheet restructuring was effectuated.
Neff’s swift exit from bankruptcy in five months also alludes to the benefit of being well
prepared during the pre-petition process, as it accelerates the restructuring process. By
educating key business constituencies about its pre-arranged restructuring and working with

70

“Ahern Rentals.”
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them to maintain their support for the business71, Neff was able to enjoy a soft landing into
Chapter 11. On the other hand, Ahern took 18 months to exit bankruptcy, although it was partly
because of a stalling tactic employed by old equity72.
Lastly, Neff’s pre-petition marketing process also increased the value of Neff’s estates
by $40 million versus initial indications of interest (“IOI”) 73, giving credit to the benefit of prepetition planning in the restructuring process.

Deliberate Pre-Petition Process by Neff
Discussion with First Lien Credit Facility Agent to Increase ABL Availability
In August 2009, Neff established the Restructuring Advisory Committee to provide
strategic oversight on the restructuring process, and retained Miller Buckfire & Co., LLC (“Miller
Buckfire”) as their financial advisor to spearhead the process. Neff initiated discussions with the
First Lien Credit Facility Agent to increase availability under the ABL by reducing certain
reserves taken with respect to the Swap Obligations, which were interest rate swaps with Bank
of America, N.A. (“Bank of America”) and UBS AG (“UBS”). Thanks to the negotiations, Neff saw
an immediate reduction of the reserve from $25.6 million to $16.0 million along with a further
$5.5 million reduction over time. However, Neff had to voluntarily terminate $75 million in
commitments otherwise available under the ABL, transmit titles to facilitate the perfection of
existing liens in its rolling stock, deliver a preliminary balance sheet restructuring plan by
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October 31, 2009, and commence negotiations around said plan by December 31, 2009 74.
Although the terms of the negotiations were not favorable to Neff, Neff had to take up the deal
so that it could live to fight another day, especially since the ABL was the firm’s remaining
primary source of liquidity when Neff filed for bankruptcy75.

Marketing Efforts for Post-Petition Financing
Other than increasing the availability under the ABL, Neff also held negotiations with the
First Lien Credit Facility Agent and certain pre-petition lenders regarding the terms of potential
debtor-in-possession (“DIP”) financing to be adequately capitalized to maintain operations
during bankruptcy. Furthermore, a fund raising process was initiated in November 2009 to
gauge lender interest in providing DIP and exit financing. Miller Buckfire contacted 13 other
institutions, hedge funds, and DIP lenders on a “no names” basis. By reaching out early to the
investment community, Neff was able to draw lender interest to provide an attractive financing
package that would have enabled it to emerge from bankruptcy on an expedited basis, as
evidenced by the three preliminary financing proposals received from various lenders or lender
groups76. A key takeaway from Neff’s fund raising process is to attempt to secure both DIP and
exit financing, because they provide clarity on the restructuring plan and expedite the process.
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Parallel “Third Party” Sales and Investmen t Process
Neff and Miller Buckfire also began a parallel “third party” sales and investment process
in December 2009 regarding a potential acquisition or investment in Neff. There was keen
interest in the proposal, as over 20 of the 40 contacted parties executed confidentiality
agreements and multiple IOIs from financial buyers were sent to Neff regarding a potential sale.
This pre-petition investment process was critical to maximizing the valuation of Neff’s sale as it
provided interested buyers with ample time to perform the necessary due diligence, as
evidenced by some parties who indicated a desire to potentially participate after Neff filed for
bankruptcy as a potential topping bidder through the Payout Event clause, which
accommodated the submission of competing offers prior to the Confirmation Hearing77.
Although Apollo Capital Management (“Apollo”) and Wayzata Investment Partners, LLC
(“Wayzata”) were the original plan sponsors, Neff subsequently received an alternative bid
from a consortium comprised of Neff’s old equity owner, Odyssey, and certain of Neff’s second
lien holders that culminated in an extensive bidding war, significantly improving Neff’s
valuation and creditor recovery rates.
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Poorly Planned Pre-Petition Process by Ahern
Unsuccessful Debt Restructuring
Unlike Neff that was strategic in its pre-petition planning, Ahern scrambled an attempt
at reorganizing its debt outside of bankruptcy. In July 2010, Ahern engaged Oppenheimer & Co.,
Inc. (“Oppenheimer”) to assist in obtaining a one-year extension of its Revolving Credit Facility.
In addition, Ahern entered into forbearance agreements with its creditors, Liberty Harbor
Master Fund I, L.P. (which owned the Term Loan) and Platinum Equity (which owned the
majority of Second Lien Notes) in February 201178. However, in light of the tepid economic
recovery, such measures were temporary and merely postponed the inevitable need for a
balance sheet restructuring since the debt repayments proved to be unaffordable—Ahern
failed to make payments on the Term Loan and Second Lien Notes since signing the
forbearance agreements until the petition date.
North America Rental Industry Revenues
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By June 2011, Ahern had received preliminary approval for the one-year extension from
all but three of the revolving creditors and from all of the term creditors. Since loan changes
require unanimous agreement, the holdouts posed significant credit risk as Ahern approached
its debt maturity wall, ultimately forcing Ahern’s bankruptcy79.
When the Revolving Credit Facility matured on August 2011, Bank of America began to
make advances to Ahern to fund its continuing operations. At this stage, Ahern had no choice
but to accept the fact that it was to be forced into bankruptcy, hence it began negotiating with
its creditors regarding the terms of the bankruptcy. Through extensive negotiations with Bank
of America, the term creditors, and some of the Second Lien creditors for the four months
leading up to the petition date, Ahern tried to extend its Revolving Credit Facility and negotiate
the DIP loan to finalize the terms of the extension in bankruptcy80. When juxtaposed against the
success of Neff’s pre-petition process, Ahern’s failed attempt at reorganizing its debt can be
attributed to poor planning by management.
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Reorganization Overview
The primary purpose for both restructurings was to effectuate a balance sheet
restructuring and de-lever capital structures, since both firms experienced significant difficulty
in meeting their debt repayments as revenues cratered during the Great Recession.
More significantly, events during the bankruptcy proceedings for both firms point to a
common trend in cyclical industries during economic downturns: hostile takeovers by private
equity firms. The Great Recession created a perfect storm for private equity firms to try to
acquire the fulcrum security of distressed firms like Neff and Ahern cheaply and perform a
debt-for-equity swap. Furthermore, these private equity firms typically did not have to worry
about old equity raising funds to repurchase outstanding debt and preventing a hostile
takeover, as the credit markets froze during the recession81.

Private equity firms Apollo and Wayzata acquired the first lien debt during Neff’s
bankruptcy, while private equity firm Platinum Equity acquired the second lien debt prior to
Ahern’s bankruptcy. Although such efforts were complicated in both bankruptcies due to
idiosyncratic factors, it is interesting to note that Neff was taken over by Wayzata while Ahern
remained in the hands of old equity. The outcome for the Ahern restructuring is truly a rare
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sight where old equity played an instrumental role in the restructuring process and came
storming out of the gate as the victor, especially since the outcome for the Neff restructuring is
the norm, where “creditors likely would gain control of the equity in a reorganization82.”

Neff’s Pre-Arranged Restructuring
In May 2010, Neff filed for a pre-arranged Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, involving
approximately $600 million in indebtedness83 including first lien debt, second lien debt, and
unsecured bonds.
Apollo and Wayzata acquired the first lien debt (fulcrum security) and sought to take
control of Neff through a debt-for-equity swap, but such efforts were complicated by a
competing pre-petition offer from old equity. As a result, Neff organized a “mini-auction” prepetition to reconcile the multiple bids. After 29 rounds of bidding, it was interesting to note
that only one of the first lien holders, Wayzata, emerged as the winning bidder. Neff eventually
filed its pre-arranged plan where Wayzata would own the reorganized entity. Most importantly,
by incorporating an auction mechanism into the plan structure, Neff replaced traditional
valuation methods with a market test that led to significantly higher creditor recovery rates 84.
Impaired Claim
Secured Swap Claims
First Lien Term Loan Claims
Second Lien Term Loan Claims
Senior Notes Claims
General Unsecured Claims

Estimated Allowed Claim Recovery Rate Recovery Amount
$22.4
100.0%
$22.4
$87.9
100.0%
$87.9
$299.0
24.4%
$73.0
$35.9
5.0%
$1.8
$1.1
5.0%
$0.1
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Ahern’s Restructuring
In December 2011, Ahern filed a voluntary petition for relief under Chapter 11, involving
approximately $650 million in indebtedness85 comprised of first lien debt and second lien notes.
Ahern’s initial bankruptcy plan proposed that creditors take a haircut on the debt while
preserving the ownership by old equity. More significantly, Ahern tried to stall the bankruptcy
proceedings as it was banking on the recovery of its financial position from improving economic
conditions to have greater leverage over its creditors during bankruptcy negotiations. However,
its plan failed when the courts ended Ahern’s 90-day exclusive right to present a reorganization
plan and allowed creditors to file competing reorganization plans.
Unsatisfied by the proposed plan, Platinum Equity filed its own plan to take control of
Ahern as repayment of the debt. Don Ahern opposed to Platinum Equity’s proposal, and filed
an amended plan of reorganization that paid everyone in full while preserving Don Ahern’s
equity stake. The amended plan was backed by new bridge financing through Bank of America
after Ahern’s economic fortunes improved significantly86.
Impaired Claim
Estimated Allowed Claim Recovery Rate Recovery Amount
First Lien Term Loan Claims
$111.5
100.0%
$111.5
Second Lien Loan Claims
$267.7
100.0%
$267.7

Although Don Ahern’s bankruptcy strategy was risky, it paid off handsomely for Don
Ahern as he accurately predicted that Ahern would expand its EBITDA during the recession
when every other firm was doing the opposite. More significantly, it was a win-win situation for
the creditors and old equity, as creditors’ interests were not impaired and old equity preserved
their interests in the firm.
85
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Reorganization Analysis of Neff
Corporate and Capital Structure
As of the petition date, Neff had $598.5 million in indebtedness and related obligations
and approximately $300 million in total assets87.
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First Lien Credit Agreement
The First Lien Credit Agreement in place with Bank of America provides an ABL with
$250 million of maximum availability. As of the petition date, $153.3 million was outstanding
under the ABL.
The agreement also provides for a $87.9 million “last out” term loan (“First Lien Term
Loan”), which was issued through the 2008 Exchange when $195.7 million of the Senior Notes
were tendered for obligations under the First Lien Term Loan88. Given that the First Lien Term
Loan is the fulcrum security, private equity firms Apollo and Wayzata began acquiring the term
loan at depressed prices and cumulatively held over 67% of the First Lien Term Loan89.
The ABL and the term loan are secured by a first priority lien on substantially all of Neff’s
assets (other than Neff’s real property).

Swap Obligations
Neff had two interest rate swaps in place with Bank of America and UBS. Obligations
arising under the swaps are junior to claims arising under the ABL, but are senior to claims
arising under the First Lien Term Loan. As of the petition date, the Swap Obligations were $22.4
million.
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Second Lien Term Loan
The Second Lien Credit Agreement in place with Wilmington Trust FSB provides for a
$290 million second lien term loan, which remains fully outstanding as of the petition date.

10% Senior Notes
The Senior Notes are unsecured obligations that were issued in May 2007, raising $230
million in proceeds. As of the petition date, only $35.9 million of Senior Notes remain
outstanding due to the 2008 Exchange90. The remaining holders of the Senior Notes
(“unsecured creditors”) are mostly individual bondholders who did not participate in the 2008
Exchange91.
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Identifying the Fulcrum Security
Best Interests of Creditors Test – Liquidation Analysis
Based on Neff’s liquidation analysis, filing for Chapter 7 would have been a value
destructive act92. More significantly, based on the liquidation analysis, the First Lien Term Loan
was likely to be the fulcrum security since Neff’s assets were conservatively marked to market.
Impaired Claim

Estimated Allowed Claim

Secured Swap Claims
First Lien Term Loan Claims
Second Lien Term Loan Claims
Senior Notes Claims
General Unsecured Claims

$22.4
$87.9
$299.0
$35.9
$1.1

Estimated Range of %
Recovery Under Chapter 7
0% - 100%
0% - 7%
0%
0%
0%

The equipment appraisal was performed in 2010 by Rouse Asset Services, LLC (“Rouse”),
which also publishes the Rouse Value Index, an index that measures the average Orderly
Liquidation Values for benchmark models across 14 major rental category indices on a monthly
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basis93. Based on trend analysis, we can observe that liquidation values have been on an
upward trend since the beginning of 2010. As the economy began to slowly recover after the
Great Recession, the equipment rental industry was beginning to turn around, resulting in
improving valuations for both
orderly and forced liquidation
sales. Hence, it is comfortable to
assume that holders of the Swap
Obligations would be paid in full,
thereby making holders of the First Lien Term Loan owners of the fulcrum security with the
assumption that Neff would be valued at the high end of the valuation range.

As a result, Apollo and Wayzata began buying the First Lien Term Loan, cumulatively
owning over 67% of the security94.
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Objections by Unsecured Creditor Committee
Based on the initial proposed plan of reorganization, the unsecured creditors would only
receive a measly 1% recovery if they accepted the plan. As a result, it was no surprise that the
unsecured creditors actively sought to draw out the bankruptcy proceedings and sued other
Neff stakeholders to improve their recovery rates via a larger payout by the plan sponsors or a
judgment.

Objections to DIP Loan and Employee Incentive Plan
In June 2010, the unsecured creditors filed a motion to oppose Neff’s $175 million DIP
facility, claiming that Neff could shun DIP financing altogether and instead operate based on
the use of cash collateral. The crux of the objection is that “the proposed DIP facility imposes
onerous terms that have less to do with providing the debtors with financing…than with gaining
immediate leverage over the Chapter 11 process and attempting to disadvantage the
committee and other parties in interest from contesting the unconfirmable plan concocted by
the debtors’ insiders and two holders of first-lien debt.”
Furthermore, the unsecured creditors argued that Neff’s four purportedly secured
lender groups would each receive “extraordinary and inappropriate concessions under the DIP
facility,” such as significant fees and interest to the ABL lenders and swap counterparties, while
the unsecured creditors will only recover 1% of the face amount of their bonds 95. From the
unsecured creditors’ perspective, it was no wonder why they were incensed by the fact that
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Bank of America, the lender for the ABL facility, was the administrative agent on the DIP facility.
By employing a rollover structure to reprioritize its pre-petition debt as part of the DIP, Bank of
America (and lenders Wells Fargo and Co. and GE Capital, Americas) would essentially be
putting up only $21.7 million in new money as the $153.3 million outstanding on the ABL facility
it had provided would be fully repaid96. Moreover, the interest rate on the DIP facility would be
higher than the interest rate on the ABL facility, which had an interest that ranged from the
lender’s prime rate plus 0.5% to LIBOR plus up to 1.5%97.
However, it was no wonder why the DIP facility was approved by the court since the
claims were somewhat unwarranted. The interest rate charged by Bank of America was in line
with the rates by comparable DIP facilities during the same period, especially since the average
rate for all DIP facilities ranging from $101 million to $500 million during that period was LIBOR
plus 694 basis points98. Additionally, it makes sense for Bank of America to have lender leverage
over Neff since Neff was still heavily dependent on its pre-petition lenders for liquidity while in
bankruptcy.

Company Name State Filed In
Neff
NY
General Growth
NY
The Newark Group
NJ
NEC Holdings
DE

Tranche
Effective Date
Term Loan
5/17/2010
Term Loan
7/30/2010
Revolver
6/21/2010
Revolver
6/18/2010

Amount LIBOR + Spread (bps)
$175.0
450
$400.0
5.5% fixed
$50.0
500
$139.0
325

Another subject of contention was Neff’s key employee incentive plan. The unsecured
creditors raised objections regarding the clause that bonuses to the CEO and CFO should not be
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reduced by 16.7% per month if a plan is not effective by November 30, 2010, arguing that “that
type of ‘drop dead’ provision ties management to the current plan and discourages
management from pursuing opportunities that would benefit unsecured creditors” 99.

Allegations of Fraudulent Transfer
In a bid to maximize their recovery rates, remaining holders of the 10% Senior Notes
(“unsecured creditors”) filed a motion to sue Neff’s lenders, shareholders, and officers and
directors over the two leveraged buyouts that allegedly forced Neff into insolvency. Although
the unsecured creditors had multiple claims that included fraudulent transfer, breach of
fiduciary duty, and breach of duty of loyalty claims100, the heart of the lawsuit was that value
was transferred in the form of share repurchases without any benefit to creditors, since the
new financing was used for the sole purpose of repurchasing shares from old equity.

Improved Recovery Rates
As expected, the risk of a drawn out bankruptcy proceeding spurred the plan sponsor to
increase recovery rates from the proposed $365,000 offer (1% recovery) to $1.8 million (5%
recovery) within two days of hearings, along with fees for the committee’s indenture trustee
that could amount to $500,000101. The first lien holders recognized that time was of the
essence and resources were limited, hence they decided to distribute some of the enterprise
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value to other constituencies in order to realize the going-concern value and eliminate any risk
that a greater value might have been found by the court in a contested valuation dispute at
confirmation, which would leave the unsecured creditors in a position to enhance that recovery
if the reorganized equity would increase in value. After all, if the unsecured creditors were not
entitled to share in the recovery, there would be little for them to lose and much to be gained if
they were ultimately successful. Ultimately, parties tend to fare much better when they
collaborate with the common goal of maximizing recovery as a collective.

Post-Petition Marketing Process
To preempt valuation issues, the pre-arranged plan incorporated a first-in-kind Payout
Event mechanism that allowed competing bids to top the plan sponsors’ initial offer prior to the
Confirmation Hearing. The mechanism led to a competitive auction between the original plan
sponsors, Apollo and Wayzata, and an alternative bid was made by a consortium comprised of
Neff’s old equity owner, Odyssey, and certain of Neff’s second lien holders. After 29 rounds of
bidding at an auction, Wayzata emerged as the successful bidder.
Most significantly, the auction clearing price was over 50% higher than the offer made in
the pre-arranged plan, and the auction generated an additional $63 million in value for Neff’s
estates102. By incorporating an auction mechanism into its plan structure, Neff substituted
traditional valuation methods with a market test. Using the market allowed Neff to avoid a fight
over which class of debt was the fulcrum security (and ultimately entitled to own the
reorganized equity).
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Valuation Analysis
Wayzata was able to raise its original offer significantly because of the huge upside
potential in Neff’s valuation outlook103. As previously highlighted, if an investment at the
bottom of the cycle is nimbly timed, any earnings gains will be magnified.
North America Rental Industry Revenues

The projections provided by Neff at the time of the plan were very conservative,
providing room for upside as seen in the divergence between the actual and projected
financials of Neff post-bankruptcy. Furthermore, Neff looked ripe for cost-cutting as it was the
product of a number of acquisitions and mergers, as evidenced by the marked improvement in
EBITDA and cost of goods sold as a percentage of total revenue post-bankruptcy.
($MM)
Actual Revenue
Projected Revenue

2011
$244.8
199.1

2012
$291.0
239.6

2013
$327.2
260.2

TTM
$358.3
N/A

Actual EBITDA
Projected EBITDA

86.7
$53.6

118.4
$73.3

152.1
$88.0

175.4
N/A

Actual EBIT
Projected EBIT

(16.2)
($11.0)

42.5
$6.0

67.5
$17.7

65.3
N/A

2012 2013 TTM
COGS as % of total revenue 57.7% 52.6% 49.6%
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More significantly, earnings gains from an investment in a cyclical company are mostly
reaped from multiple expansion. Based on comparables company analysis, the normalized
mean EV/EBITDA from 2005 to 2007 was 5.6x, which implied a total enterprise value of $547.1
million. After cost-cutting efforts, the reorganized entity’s normalized EBITDA would be higher
than the historical normalized EBITDA, further improving the total enterprise value and returns
on equity to Wayzata. Moreover, Neff’s valuation multiple would expand at the same time that
profits do because investors typically pay a higher multiple of cash flow or earnings when both
metrics are on the upswing, which turned out to be true for Neff as its valuation multiple
soared post-bankruptcy. Hence, it made logical sense for Wayzata to outbid the consortium
involving Odyssey to gain control over Neff.

($MM)
EBITDA

2005
$84.9

Normalized EBITDA
EV/EBITDA Multiple
Implied EV

$97.9
5.6x
$547.1

2006
$147.8

2007
$61.0

Comparable

EV/EBITDA

United Rentals, Inc.
H&E Equipment Services Inc.
Finning International Inc.
Average

60

4.1x
5.1x
7.5x
5.6x

Reorganization Analysis of Ahern
Corporate and Capital Structure
As of the petition date, Ahern had $649.9 million in indebtedness and related
obligations and $485.8 million in total assets104.

Don F. Ahern
(Trustee of the DFA Separate Property Trust)

John Paul Ahern, Jr.

Ahern Rentals

First Lien Credit Facility
The First Lien Credit Facility in place with Bank of America, Wells Fargo Bank, National
Association, and other revolving creditors provided a $350 million Revolving Credit Facility and
a $95 million Term Loan. The Revolving Credit Facility is payable prior to the Term Loan. Along
with first day motions, Ahern also filed a motion to approve post-petition financing that
allowed the firm to repay the Revolving Credit Facility in full and replace the facility with the
$222 million DIP loan. As of the petition date, the First Lien Term Loan claims were $111.5
million105.
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Second Lien Notes
The Second Lien Notes in place with Wells Fargo Bank and other noteholders provided
for a $290 million loan, which was sold in two tranches – $200 million in the first tranche and
$90 million in the second tranche. The notes were due on August 15, 2013, bearing interest at
9.25% payable semi-annually. As of the petition date, $267.7 million was outstanding under the
Second Lien Notes in actual principal plus accrued and unpaid interest106.

Identifying the Fulcrum Security
Best Interests of Creditors Test – Liquidation Analysis
Based on Ahern’s liquidation analysis, filing for Chapter 7 would have been value
destructive107. As Don Ahern highlighted in an interview, “There were two plans [Ahern] looked
at. One was to liquidate excess assets and pull in, close some doors and downsize. When we did
the math on this, we realized that the amount of money we would be able to get for our assets
was too low, because this is the plan that everybody was using.”108 More significantly, however,
the liquidation analysis revealed that the Second Lien Notes was the fulcrum security.

Impaired Claim

Estimated Allowed Claim

Estimated Range of %
Recovery Under Chapter 7
$111.5
100%
$312.1
24%

First Lien Term Loan Claims
Second Lien Loan Claims
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As a result, Platinum Equity began buying the Second Lien Notes, owning at least 51% of
the security109.

Preserving Old Equity by Delaying Proceedings
First Plan of Reorganization and Exclusivity Extensions
In November 2012, Ahern’s initial plan of reorganization proposed that the creditors
take a haircut on the debt while preserving old equity, which violated the “absolute priority
rule” that states that unless creditors are repaid in full, old equity must suffer a loss110. Knowing
full well that creditors would object to the proposed plan, Don Ahern still filed the plan in a bid
to stall the bankruptcy proceedings, with the hopes of a recovery of Ahern’s financial position
to be able to secure refinancing of existing debt. As Don Ahern alluded in an interview, “Plan ‘B’
became the only alternative, which was to come through this thing by driving revenue and
expanding. [Ahern] went out and doubled [its] footprint with existing assets and put that

109
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equipment to work, drove [its] utilization back up, created positive EBITDA and survived.” In
fact, the bankruptcy provided Ahern with time to continue its recovery, as EBITDA expanded
from $75 million to $125 million during the bankruptcy111.
From Don Ahern’s perspective, it made complete sense for old equity to attempt to stall
the bankruptcy proceedings for as long as possible, especially when the firm was undergoing a
significant rebound in its financial position and may have been able to refinance its existing
debt. Given that Don Ahern’s equity interest in the firm was subordinated in the capital
structure stack, his equity interest would have likely been wiped out as creditors like Platinum
Equity would have performed a debt-for-equity swap. Since Don Ahern faced a low probability
of appreciable recovery, he expectedly adopted a high-risk strategy of stalling the bankruptcy
proceedings because there was little to lose and potentially something to gain from the
situation. Douglas Baird, a law professor at the University of Chicago, best sums it up, “You can
always gamble on resurrection…you can always hope that things will turn around so much in 18
months that the equity is back in the money.”112
Other than dollars and cents, Don Ahern’s insistence towards preserving old equity
could also be attributed to his emotional connection with the firm. As with most family
businesses, it is no surprise why Don Ahern may have felt compelled to safeguard the family
enterprise. On the firm’s website, Don Ahern says, “I, Don F. Ahern, was born into the family
business in 1953, the same year Dad started the company. I am the youngest of four children
and seemed to be destined to steer the company into the future. Mom and Dad passed away in
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1986 and 1994 respectively, but their presence will be felt forever.”113 Armed with his logic,
Don Ahern made sure that he would protect his equity interests at all costs, claiming, “If they
force me out, I will be back in it before the sun comes up.114” Such insistence by old equity,
however, was negatively portrayed in the eyes of the court as the comment made its way into
court documents115, giving an opportunity for creditors like Platinum Equity to oppose the plan
and attempt a hostile takeover.
By delaying the bankruptcy proceedings, Don Ahern was able to buy time for the firm to
normalize its earnings in a cyclical upswing. Based on comparables company analysis, the
normalized mean EV/EBITDA from 2005 to 2009 was 5.6x, which implied a total enterprise
value of $687.5 million that covered the $649.9 million in indebtedness and related obligations
as of the petition date. Hence, Ahern was able to refinance its existing debt by borrowing 100
cents on the dollar and subsequently pay everyone off in full116.
($MM)
EBITDA
EV/EBITDA Multiple
Implied EV

2012
$125.0
5.5x
$687.5

Comparable

EV/EBITDA

United Rentals, Inc.
H&E Equipment Services Inc.
Finning International Inc.
Average

4.4x
5.1x
7.0x
5.5x

To achieve his goal of preserving old equity, Don Ahern had to use every trick in the
restructuring playbook to stall the bankruptcy proceedings. Ahern was granted exclusivity
extensions on the basis of Ahern’s “installation of more sophisticated economic forecasting
software to help Ahern determine the pace of economic recovery so it could make a more
113
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accurate payment to repay creditors.”117 Besides receiving the usual 120-day exclusivity rights
to submit a reorganization plan, Ahern was granted multiple extensions that delayed filing of
the plan by nearly a year118. In addition, Ahern was granted $66 million of initial DIP financing to
run its operations as it tried to restructure its balance sheet119.

Judge Rejects First Plan of Reorganization
Predictably, the judge rejected Ahern’s proposed plan on grounds that the proposal
violated the “absolute priority rule,” since noteholders were to be paid off at a reduced rate
over time, putting the interests of old equity above creditors. Ahern had offered two creditors
holding $379.2 million in debt the option of accepting a discounted lump sum upfront as
payment in full or agreeing to rewritten loans for repayment over a 7-year period. The judge
added that Ahern’s offer had to “have new value and…be cash or cash equivalent”, which
meant Don Ahern needed to inject additional capital into the business, which served as a
guiding post for Don Ahern as the Ahern brothers (Don Ahern and John Paul Ahern, Jr.) later
contributed $5 million to the estate in order to retain 100% of Ahern’s new equity in the
approved plan120.
More significantly, the judge ruled that other parties may submit alternate
reorganization plans in December 2012, terminating Ahern’s exclusivity period to submit a
reorganization plan and refusing to delay the rest of the case to wait for the outcome of a
potential appeal by Ahern. With exclusivity ended, creditors were now able to propose
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competing plans that implied removal of current management and a debt-for-equity swap.
Faced with the real possibility of a competing plan, Don Ahern’s main concern naturally became
the loss of control of the bankruptcy case and estate assets, especially since he faced the
possibility of a stakeholder dictating the terms of the Ahern restructuring. However, other
stakeholders may view the competing plan in a positive light, as it may be constructive in
maximizing value of estate assets and offer stakeholders with more options. Most importantly,
the end of Ahern’s exclusivity period was a pivotal point in the bankruptcy and served as a
major catalyst for holders of the Second Lien Notes, who were able to unlock the value of their
claims and receive a more equitable distribution of Ahern’s valuation.

Attempted Corporate Takeover
Second Plan of Reorganization
Major holders of the Second Lien Notes formed an ad hoc group and filed an alternate
reorganization plan that would exchange the debt for pro rata shares of 100% of the new
equity. The key noteholders supporting the proposed plan were Del Mar Master Fund Ltd. (“Del
Mar”), Feingold O’Keeffe Capital (“Feingold”), Nomura Corporate Research & Asset
Management (“Nomura”), Och-Ziff Capital Management Group (“Och-Ziff”), Sphere Capital
(subsidiary of Platinum Equity), and Wazee Street Capital Management (“Wazee”)121.
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It is interesting to note that Platinum Equity retained its own counsel and did not
initially want to join the ad
hoc group122. However, as the
bankruptcy dragged on, it
became more unlikely that it

Second Lien Note Holders
Holder Name
Sphere Capital (subsidiary of Platinum Equity)
Del Mar
Nomura
Och-Ziff
Wazee
Feingold

Principal Amount Held
$119.3
$32.9
$31.7
$21.9
$3.2
$1.8

would gain control over Ahern unless it partnered with the other holders of the Second Lien
Notes to sponsor a plan. An insider source backed up this paper’s interpretation of the
situation, claiming that Platinum Equity had erred by not siding or working with any of the
other holders of the Second Lien Notes earlier in the process123. However, taking into
consideration that the second plan of reorganization was rejected, it is hard to determine
whether an earlier filing would have supported Platinum Equity’s case.
From Platinum Equity’s perspective, it made sense for the firm to independently pursue
the debt-for-equity swap at the beginning since it had prior experience acquiring equipment
rental firms, such as Maxim Crane Works. Furthermore, it was adopting a roll-up strategy in the
equipment rental industry to compete with United Rentals and Sunbelt Rentals. Louis Samson,
the Platinum Equity principal who led the Maxim Crane Works transaction, best sums it up,
“Our ambitions are to be a consolidator…there’s no limit to our appetite124.”
Based on the second plan, all other creditor claims would be paid in full while old equity
would receive warrants. Distributions under the plan would be funded by a $450 million exit
facility and the plan sponsors would back a $15 million rights offering to contribute additional
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capital to the firm125. By presenting a conservative valuation range of $516.4 million to $628.2
million, the holders of the Second Lien Notes would become owners of the reorganized entity.

Enterprise Value Range (by Second Lien Holders)
Low Value Mid Value High Value
Total Enterprise Value
$516.4
$572.3
$628.2
Furthermore, the reorganized entity would be significantly de-levered with a proposed
debt

burden

of

$353.9

million126. From the Second
Lien Noteholders’ perspective,
it made sense for them to
perform the debt-for-equity
swap

because

significant

upside

of

the

potential

from the multiple expansion
reaped during the cyclical
upswing.
However, Don Ahern rejected the second plan as he was unwilling to renegotiate
regarding his equity interests in Ahern, leaving him with no other option but to repay all of
Ahern’s creditors at par127.
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Platinum Equity’s Failed Takeover Attempt
In a bid to consolidate players within the fragmented equipment rental industry,
Platinum Equity was specifically targeting distressed firms in this space. Ahern became an
attractive target as it had over-expanded during the boom years and fell on hard times. By
merging the largest independent rental firm with portfolio firm Maxim Crane Works, Platinum
Equity would create a formidable force to compete with United Rentals and Sunbelt Rentals.
Furthermore, the effects from Ahern’s expansion efforts would come into effect when nonresidential construction activity slowly picks up, magnifying Ahern’s earnings power in a cyclical
upswing and more importantly, Platinum Equity’s return on equity.
Since Ahern’s equity was not publicly traded, Platinum Equity decided to acquire the
fulcrum security to potentially take control of the firm post-bankruptcy. Platinum Equity began
acquiring the Second Lien Notes from 2009 through 2010, accumulating at least 51% of the
Second Lien Notes. According to an insider source, Platinum Equity was bidding its time for
Ahern to file for bankruptcy protection and end its exclusivity agreement128. Thanks to the
exclusivity deadline provided by the Bankruptcy Code Section 1121, Ahern had the exclusive
right to file a plan of reorganization for 120 days129. However, what was surprising in the Ahern
restructuring was that Ahern managed to delay the bankruptcy proceedings time after time, as
Don Ahern “filed bankruptcy to slow [hostile acquirers] down”130.
In a bid to take over Ahern, Platinum Equity was accused of “interfer[ing] and caus[ing]
disruption with [Ahern’s] banking relationships”, whose “threat caused [Ahern’s] own banks to
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make decisions that were not in [Ahern’s] best interest”131. From Platinum Equity’s perspective,
it had to cut off Ahern’s credit line and quickly push through its proposed plan, otherwise
Ahern’s operations might recover to the point where Don Ahern would have been able to
refinance Ahern’s existing debt and gain leverage during bankruptcy negotiations, which turned
out to be the case. Sadly, such efforts proved to be futile in implementing the acquisition as
Ahern turned around its operations and successfully defended itself from hostile takeover.
Even though Platinum Equity failed to take control of Ahern, it still profited significantly
from the Ahern restructuring. The face amount of $119.3 million in debt was paid out at par.
Assuming a weighted averaged purchase price of 40 cents on the dollar, Platinum Equity would
have made a substantial 2.5 times return on its initial investment of $47.7 million. Hence, it was
an astute move for Platinum Equity to purchase the Second Lien Notes as it was a “heads I win,
tails I also win” scenario, similar to the investments made by Apollo and Wayzata in Neff.
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Operational Turnaround
For both Ahern and Neff, part of the bankruptcy process involved turning around the
firm’s operations as to better their chances once they emerged from bankruptcy. One unique
characteristic shared by both firms was the fact that they emerged from bankruptcy with more
locations than they went into bankruptcy with; Ahern surprisingly opened two additional
locations throughout the bankruptcy process132133. While Neff had a relatively conventional
operational turnaround, Ahern’s operational turnaround was essentially a double down by Don
Ahern to drive revenue and EBITDA growth. Ahern adopted a business recovery strategy that
involved strategically opening multiple branches in new geographic markets and redeploying its
equipment rental fleet to these markets. The spectacular improvement in Ahern’s financial
condition during its operational turnaround will most likely serve as a blueprint for old equity of
distressed equipment rental firms on strategically expanding existing operations during
bankruptcy proceedings.

Pre-Bankruptcy
Under the direction of Don Ahern, Ahern took a risky bet by doubling down its debt load
to $611.2 million from 2005 through 2008 to acquire 16,500 lifts and other pieces of
equipment134. Even under stressed financial conditions when it was seeking a one-year
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extension of its Revolving Credit Facility that was to come due in 2011135, Ahern opened 24 new
branches between 2009 and 2010 throughout the South and the East Coast so as to redeploy
4,500 rental pieces left over from the completion of the CityCenter project in Las Vegas. While
Ahern’s competitors were shrinking their operations to shore up liquidity, Ahern’s goal was to
drive utilization by setting up stores in new markets that really needed the equipment to put an
underutilized fleet to work so it could generate cash136.
After establishing the new stores, Ahern began to drive revenue in new markets.
Furthermore, Ahern opportunistically grew its market share in new markets by buying and
leasing locations from competitors in new markets at low prices and hiring “qualified people
who were laid off or disenchanted.” By expanding Ahern’s presence in new markets, Ahern was
able to reduce its business focus on Las Vegas, which previously represented 25% of the firm’s
total revenues. Ahern complemented its revenue drivers with cost-cutting exercises. It trimmed
125 positions, saving the firm $6.5 million in wages. Vendor pricing was re-negotiated to reduce
expenses. Although Ahern expanded its operations, it also sold over 3,000 pieces of machinery
between 2010 and 2012, raising $53.9 million in additional income137. It is important to note
that Ahern conducted the equipment sales in a retail way to get prices above book value and
refused to sell the equipment below book value, hence recording a profit on its books 138.
Although Ahern’s EBITDA improved from $46 million at the trough to $75 million, the gambit
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did not pay off quickly enough for Ahern to support the crushing debt burden caused by Don
Ahern’s ambitious expansion plans.

Recovery during Bankruptcy Proceedings
As the bankruptcy progressed, the industry experienced a cyclical upswing. EBITDA
rapidly expanded during the bankruptcy, growing from $75 million to $125 million.
North America Rental Industry Revenues

Don Ahern’s bankruptcy strategy had finally paid off as utilization rates increased over
time. Taking into consideration the six to eight month time lag for new stores to generate
positive cash flow, Ahern began “generating cash like crazy139.” Michael Roth, editor-in-chief of
trade magazine Rental Equipment Register, best sums up Ahern’s situation, “The economy has
since picked up, and [Ahern] got in at the ground floor.”140 By expanding its operations during
the recession when every other competitor was doing the opposite, Ahern managed to reap the
benefits of its expansion during the bankruptcy while receiving protection from creditors under
the automatic stay.
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More significantly, the operational turnaround laid the foundation for Ahern to exit the
bankruptcy stronger than ever. Ahern did a great job diversifying outside of its primary market
Las Vegas. From 2010 through 2013, Ahern’s total Las Vegas revenue fell by 11% as it focused
on more economically robust regions in industrial, utility, and manufacturing sectors, which
were paramount to Ahern’s growth in revenue and EBITDA. Furthermore, redeploying
equipment helped Ahern to drive utilization rates in geographically diversified stores, as the
total fleet-dollar utilization reached 45%—a 14.7% increase since 2009141. Such changes would
have no doubt contributed to Ahern’s improving financial condition during the bankruptcy
proceedings, as monthly revenues grew from $9.1 million at the time of bankruptcy in
December 2011 to $77.0 million by January 2013142143.

Don Ahern Emerges Victorious
Final Plan of Reorganization
In June 2013, the third plan of reorganization was approved by the court as it was a
compromise between the plans initially proposed by Don Ahern and the ad hoc group. Don
Ahern and his brother would retain 100% of the new equity, while all creditors would be made
whole immediately. The final plan also included contingent value rights to an additional $25
million payout to creditors if Ahern was sold within two years after exiting bankruptcy, along
with $10 million to pay attorneys and other professionals retained during bankruptcy
proceedings.
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Don Ahern was able to retain its equity interests only because Ahern was able to secure
$745 million in exit financing to repay pre-petition debts and its DIP loan144. Additionally, the
Ahern brothers (Don Ahern and John Paul Ahern, Jr.) had to contribute $5 million to the estate
as part of the plan145.

Why did Platinum Equity Agree to Exit its Position?
Based on a write-up by a Value Investors Club member, Platinum Equity’s exit from its
position should have initially raised red flags to minority investors in the Second Lien Notes,
who were not part of the ad hoc group, due to significant information asymmetry in the
bankruptcy proceedings and the lost synergies that could be reaped from merging portfolio
firm Maxim Crane Works with Ahern.
Through discussions with former employees of Platinum Equity’s loan to own division,
the author provided an explanation to the rationale driving the exit by Platinum Equity.
Platinum Equity’s loan to own division, which owned the position in the Ahern restructuring,
was in the process of winding down during the bankruptcy proceedings and therefore had to
liquidate its book. Although it may seem intuitive that the private equity division could
potentially manage the position going forward, the reality is that Platinum Equity is structured
in distinct silos, and therefore there is limited communication between different teams. More
importantly, each division would likely have its own profit and loss account, implying that the
private equity division would not have entered the position at the ground level, significantly
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increasing the risk profile of the investment146. Due to internal structural changes within
Platinum Equity, Platinum Equity caved in to Don Ahern’s amended proposal and made a
substantial 2.5 times return on its initial investment.

Valuation Analysis
Valuation Dispute between Financial Advisors
It was a contentious valuation debate between Don Ahern and the ad hoc group. On
behalf of Don Ahern, Oppenheimer argued that Ahern’s total enterprise value ranged from
$730.0 million to $845.0 million. After adjusting for Ahern’s total outstanding debt of $639.8
million as of December 31, 2012, Oppenheimer’s valuation range implied that creditors could
be made whole and old equity would be preserved147. Predictably, Houlihan Lokey, Inc.
(“Houlihan Lokey”) proposed a conservative valuation range that wiped out old equity in a bid
to support the ad hoc group’s takeover attempt148.

Enterprise Value Range
Oppenheimer (Don Ahern)
Houlihan Lokey (Ad Hoc Group)

Low Value
$730.0
$516.4

Equity Value Range

High Value Low Value High Value
$845.0
$90.2
$205.2
$628.2
$0.0
$0.0

Note: Assumes total debt of $639.8mm
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Objectively speaking, Oppenheimer’s valuation is very aggressive since it assumes that
the debt could theoretically be paid out at par, especially since the assets available for
distribution upon liquidation are only $407.8 million in the bull case, leaving the holders of the
Second Lien Notes with a paltry 23% recovery and wiping out all equity interests in Ahern.

78

Yet, old equity should not have been completely wiped out since Ahern was in fact
undergoing a very successful operational turnaround, whereby EBITDA expanded from $75
million to $125 million during bankruptcy proceedings149. As previously highlighted, applying a
5.6x EV/EBITDA multiple from comparables company analysis yielded a total enterprise value of
$687.5 million that implied residual equity value.

($MM)
EBITDA
EV/EBITDA Multiple
Implied EV

2012
$125.0
5.5x
$687.5

Comparable

EV/EBITDA

United Rentals, Inc.
H&E Equipment Services Inc.
Finning International Inc.
Average

4.4x
5.1x
7.0x
5.5x

If the ad hoc group had proposed to backstop a rights offering and convert part of their
debt in exchange for some equity in the reorganized entity, Don Ahern may have agreed to the
terms and a deal could have been made, creating a win-win situation for both parties. As
evidenced, the implied enterprise value of $687.5 million is comfortably between the valuation
ranges provided by both financial advisors, signifying that Don Ahern should have been granted
the option to preserve part of his equity interests instead of an “all or nothing” scenario that
ultimately cost the ad hoc group the opportunity of striking a home run investment like
Wayzata’s investment in Neff. More importantly, Ahern would have been able to pare down its
debt burden due to the debt-for-equity swap, improving its fundamentals so that it could thrive
in future.
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Why EBITDA is a Poor Valuation Metric
Equipment rental firms experience cyclicality in its capital expenditures. As a result,
firms tend to enjoy lower free cash flow conversion from EBITDA during the boom years when
capital expenditures increase, and higher free cash flow conversion during downturns when
capital expenditures contract, making EBITDA a poor proxy for valuing equipment rental firms.
Hence, free cash flow yield could be used instead to evaluate the recovery of the Second Lien
Notes post-bankruptcy if it converted into new equity150, especially since the metric takes into
consideration the firm’s cash generation and balance sheet risk.
Based on a write-up by a Value Investors Club member, the author argued that the use
of plan projections from 2013 through 2017 provides an average annual free cash flow of $34
million during the period, providing a recovery of over 100% assuming a required free cash flow
yield of 14%. More importantly, the sensitivity analysis performed by the author demonstrates
the attractive recovery to the holders of the Second Lien Notes, assuming the security was
converted into new equity. The author best sums the investment potential of the Second Lien
Notes, arguing that “no matter which valuation methodology is employed, it seems there is
ample upside for Ahern if an investor buys the Second Lien Notes with downside protection
provided by where we are in the cycle (i.e. likely early innings of full recovery), low hanging fruit
for Ahern earnings power to grow…and an in place LTM EBITDA of $100 million.”151
Free Cash Flow
Required FCF Yield
Implied Equity
Total Second Lien Claim Pool
Recovery to Second Lien
150
151

8%
$425
$240
177%

9%
$378
$240
158%
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$34 million
10%
11%
$340
$309
$240
$240
142%
129%

12%
$283
$240
118%

13%
$262
$240
109%

14%
$243
$240
101%

Exit Financing Packages
The restructuring of both firms was made possible by very different exit financing
packages. Although plan sponsors in both restructurings drew on a Revolving Credit Facility,
Neff’s plan sponsor also provided significant equity capital by backstopping a rights offering
while Ahern’s plan sponsor simply proposed that the firm take on additional leverage through a
note issuance. The important takeaway from the different exit financing packages for both
restructurings is that Neff’s plan sponsor helped relieve the firm’s leverage, which positioned
the firm to fare better in the long run, as opposed to Ahern’s plan sponsor, who increased the
firm’s leverage so as to preserve his equity interests.

Rights Offering and Revolving Credit Facility for Neff
After the auction, both holders of Senior Notes and general unsecured claims saw a
recovery of roughly 5%.

After receiving higher recovery rates, all classes of creditors

overwhelmingly voted in favor of the plan.
Impaired Claim
Secured Swap Claims
First Lien Term Loan Claims
Second Lien Term Loan Claims
Senior Notes Claims
General Unsecured Claims

Estimated Allowed Claim Recovery Rate Recovery Amount
$22.4
100.0%
$22.4
$87.9
100.0%
$87.9
$299.0
24.4%
$73.0
$35.9
5.0%
$1.8
$1.1
5.0%
$0.1

Unimpaired Claim
Other Priority Claims
Secured Tax Claims
Other Secured Claims
Revolving Credit Facility Claims
Intercompany Claims
Intercompany Interests
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Estimated Allowed Claim
N/A
N/A
N/A
$153.3
N/A
N/A

Wayzata fully backstopped a rights offering by committing $181.6 million in equity
financing, exchanging its debt for new equity to become the majority owner of the reorganized
entity. Other holders of the First Lien Term Loan could elect between being paid in full with
interest at the default rate or participate in the rights offering that originally was for $118.9
million (value increased after the auction). Holders of the Second Lien Term Loan were also
entitled to participate in the rights offering. Other than the equity financing, Neff’s existing
lenders also provided a $175 million Revolving Credit Facility to support Neff’s restructuring.
Lastly, Neff transferred its business and operations to Reorganized Neff, LLC, which will
own and manage the Neff operations going forward152.

Bridge Financing for Ahern
By repaying all existing debt in full, Ahern was able to gain approval for the third plan of
reorganization. The settlement was made possible by $745 million in exit financing and $5
million of equity capital put up by the Ahern brothers. Bank of America and Jefferies Finance
LLC (“Jefferies”), among others, provided a $325 million Revolving Credit Facility that was used
to repay the DIP loan. Jefferies also arranged the sale of $420 million of 9.5% secured notes due
2018, which was used to pay creditors and other pre-petition debt153.

Impaired Claim
Estimated Allowed Claim Recovery Rate Recovery Amount
First Lien Term Loan Claims
$111.5
100.0%
$111.5
Second Lien Loan Claims
$267.7
100.0%
$267.7
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More importantly, the 9.5% secured notes had much fewer covenants as opposed to the
defaulted Second Lien Notes, with the exception of a change in control provision154. The Second
Lien Notes had covenants as extensive as maximum capital expenditures burn. Furthermore,
the $325 million Revolving Credit Facility was underwritten at LIBOR plus 200 basis points 155,
which helped to lower the firm’s overall cost of debt as opposed to its pre-bankruptcy state.
Having a much more manageable capital structure while capitalizing on a cyclical upswing,
rating agencies Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s upgraded their assessment of the 9.5%
secured notes156157.
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Forum Shopping
“Jurisdiction is about power; venue is about location”. Indeed, location plays a major
role in determining the outcome of the restructuring, as observed in the case of Neff and
Ahern. Both bankruptcy cases were, in fact, forum shopped: Neff picked the Southern District of
New York as part of its affiliate filing while Ahern chose Nevada since it was the principal place
of business158. Although Nevada was Ahern’s principal place of business, the United States
Bankruptcy Court District of Nevada is not as well developed and experienced in administering
larger Chapter 11 cases as common
venues for forum shoppers such as
the Southern District of New York
due

to

the

sheer

volume

of

bankruptcy cases trialed in both
courts. In fact, the District of Nevada only has 10 active mega cases that involve over $100
million in assets and liabilities and potentially thousands of creditors159. This statistic pales in
comparison to the 86 active mega cases in the Southern District of New York. More
importantly, forum venues like the Southern District of New York have carefully studied the
needs of the debtors filing commercial cases and understand the prompt need for certain
critical relief from the onset of the filing160. This begs the question: Given the significant scale of
Ahern’s bankruptcy, why did Ahern opt for Nevada, a relatively undeveloped bankruptcy
district, as opposed to a district with a more efficient and streamlined court system?
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Ahern’s decision to file in Nevada was driven by Don Ahern’s desire to stall the
bankruptcy proceedings by permitting multiple extensions of the exclusivity period for the firm
to present its plan of reorganization, with the hopes of executing its business recovery plan. As
one of the most debtor-friendly states, Nevada was the ideal choice for Don Ahern to execute
his plan. Filing in the Southern District of New York, on the contrary, would have been
disastrous for Ahern since the case would likely be settled in a much shorter time frame, which
would have resulted in the impairment of old equity. However, the speediness of the
bankruptcy process in the Southern District of New York was precisely what attracted Neff to
the venue in the first place, allowing it to exit out of bankruptcy within an accelerated time
frame161. This paper will now analyze how Ahern managed to extend its exclusivity period for
nearly a year, priming it for an operational turnaround.

Ahern’s Exclusivity Period
From a legal perspective, the Ahern restructuring provides a fascinating case study of a
firm that managed to extend its exclusivity period time after time. The court allows 120 days for
the debtor to present its reorganization plan and an additional 60 days for its creditors to vote
on the approval of the proposed plan, providing the debtor with an exclusivity period of 180days during which other creditors may not present their own plans. However, Ahern managed
to extend its exclusivity period for almost a year.
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December 2011

•Ahern Declares Chapter 11

March 2012

•Ahern Files First Initial Motion Seeking Extension of Exclusivity
•Court Grants Ahern's Motion

August 2012

•Ahern Files Second Motion Seeking Extension of Exclusivity
•Court Grants Ahern's Motion

October 2012

•Third Motion Seeking Extension of Exclusivity
•Court Grants Ahern's Motion, with Conditions

November 2012

•2nd Adjusted Expiration of Exclusivity Deadline
•Court Rejects Ahern's Plan Due to Absolute Priority Rule

December 2012

•Court Denies Request to Extend Deadline

January 2013

•Second Lien Noteholders File Motion to Vacate the Stay
•Court Grants Motion, Dismisses Stay

First Extension
Based on the standard timeline, Ahern’s initial exclusivity period was scheduled to end
in April and June 2012 respectively162. Prior to the expiration of its exclusivity period, Ahern
filed an initial motion seeking an extension that was approved by the court, providing Ahern
until August 2012 to present its plan.
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Second Extension
Prior to the expiration of its extended exclusivity period, Ahern filed another motion to
extend the exclusive plan filing date to November 2012, and the exclusive period to solicit votes
until February 2013. Although the second appeal was contested by several creditors, the
bankruptcy court ultimately extended the exclusivity period but installed certain conditions on
Ahern. Conditions included the delivery of financial projections to selected creditors, the
delivery of a draft plan of reorganization to major creditors, and the filing of the plan and
disclosure statement by November 2012163.

Third Extension
When November came around, Ahern had not filed a copy of the plan as required. More
significantly, the plan was opposed by several major creditors, particularly holders of the
Second Lien Notes, as the plan violated the absolute priority rule. As a result, the court
requested further briefing from the parties and postponed judgment to December 2012 164.
From Ahern’s perspective, it was a strategic maneuver as its plan allowed it to switch the
burden to the ad hoc group to seek to terminate exclusivity and further delay the proceedings.

Court Denies Extension
In December 2012, the court held a hearing to consider whether to extend Ahern’s
exclusivity period for vote solicitation until February 2013. Taking into consideration of Ahern’s
behavior throughout the bankruptcy proceedings, the court denied Ahern’s request to extend
163
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the exclusivity period. Although Ahern filed an appeal to overturn the court ruling, the ad hoc
group filed a motion to vacate the stay and dismiss the appeal for the lack of subject matter
jurisdiction. Ultimately, the court dismissed the stay and allowed competing reorganization
plans to be filed, paving the way for the ad hoc group to attempt its hostile takeover 165.

Good Faith Progress and Time Value of Exclusivity
As Don Ahern controlled the firm during the bankruptcy proceedings, he was able to
dictate Ahern’s conduct during the proceedings, particularly with respect to timing of
submission for the firm’s proposed reorganization plans. By stalling the bankruptcy
proceedings, he earned the optionality of a successful turnaround in operations and valuation.
Nonetheless, Ahern’s multiple extensions for its exclusivity period proved to be highly
questionable, especially in the eyes of bankruptcy law:
“A debtor may seek an extension of either the plan filing or plan solicitation exclusivity
periods, or both. Extensions of the exclusivity period are entirely within the bankruptcy
court’s discretion based on the record before it and the debtor must establish good
cause for any extension.”166
However, the court found that Ahern did not establish a good cause for extension, as
Ahern had no substantial factors supporting its case. Ahern had employed small and selective
legislative history as precedents in a desperate attempt to delay the proceedings. To make
matters worse, Ahern repeatedly incurred the ire of the court with its actions, such as failing to
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file a copy of its proposed plan on time in November 2012167. Looking back, should the court
even extend Ahern’s exclusivity period the second time?
On the surface, it seems that the court made an error in its judgment to grant multiple
extensions. Simply put, Ahern’s excuses for the extensions lacked substance, especially its
claims that it had to conduct “installation of more sophisticated economic forecasting software
to help Ahern determine the pace of economic recovery so it could make a more accurate
payment to repay creditors.”168 Yet, why did the court grant Ahern multiple extensions?
In reality, it seems that the court will provide an extension so long as the debtor has
been making good faith progress toward reorganization. In fact, debtors frequently request
extensions of exclusivity and such extensions are periodically granted. In light of the multiple
creditors surrounding the case, the court may have found it to be impractical for Ahern to
develop and produce a plan within the 120-day time frame that would satisfy all stakeholders
and obtain the necessary exit financing package to exit bankruptcy169. However, when Ahern
began abusing its extension rights, as per the complaint filed by the ad hoc group on Ahern’s
second extension request, the court’s decision to further extend Ahern’s exclusivity period
should be called into question. Looking back, the court realized that Ahern was not making
good faith progress during the bankruptcy proceedings and therefore terminated Ahern’s
exclusivity period170.
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However, it was ironically Ahern’s success in securing exclusivity extensions that helped
create a win-win scenario for both Don Ahern and Ahern’s creditors. Although all parties
ultimately benefited from the exclusivity extensions, Platinum Equity’s returns were capped as
Ahern managed to outperform post-bankruptcy. In fact, Ahern’s enterprise value had risen to
over $1.2 billion within 9 months after the restructuring171, which would have been a home run
investment for Platinum Equity if the debt-for-equity swap was performed.

Precedent Cases in Nevada Supported Ahern’s Strategy
Preceding Ahern’s bankruptcy, bankruptcy filings in Nevada jumped 64% following the
economic downturn172. While Chapter 7 liquidations accounted for the bulk of the filings, there
had been 328 Chapter 11 filings in 2009, 10% more than the total number of Chapter 11
reorganizations filed in the past two years within the district. Furthermore, the court had to
deal with several mega cases during that period173, notably Station Casinos, Inc. (“Station”).
There are several similarities between the Station case and the Ahern restructuring, which may
have been a motivating factor for Ahern to pick the district as its destination of choice to
execute its business recovery plan.
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Case Background
Following an $8.7 billion leveraged buyout by private equity firm Colony Capital, LLC
(“Colony Capital”) and the Fertitta family in 2007, the firm went into bankruptcy when the firm
had difficulty serving its debt load during the recession, especially since it got ambitious with its
expansion projects174. However, since Station failed to reach an agreement with creditors on a
pre-packaged bankruptcy deal after receiving four forbearance extensions175, it filed for a
standard Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganization176.

Exclusivity Extension
More significantly, the firm requested an extension for its exclusivity period in April
2010177, which was approved by the judge. Similar to the Ahern restructuring, Station’s
exclusivity period was lengthened from May to July. While creditors and independent lenders
had originally opposed this extension to prepare their own reorganization plans, they ultimately
withdrew their appeal. Most importantly, Judge Zive was leaning towards giving Station the
extension, saying, “I’m not sure why we should open the door to that type of distraction” 178,
referring to the creditors who might submit rival plans. In fact, it is this debtor-friendly attitude
by the court in the District of Nevada that was sorely needed for Don Ahern to successfully
execute his strategy to stall bankruptcy proceedings, as reflected in Ahern’s attempt to receive
multiple extensions of its exclusivity period through the bankruptcy proceedings.
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Winners vs. Losers
Although every party in Ahern emerged as a winner to varying extent, the firm left the
bankruptcy with more debt than its pre-petition indebtedness, leaving Ahern vulnerable to a
‘Chapter 22’ filing in a cyclical downturn. On the other hand, although there were significant
losers in the Neff restructuring, Neff exited bankruptcy with a much stronger balance sheet and
lower debt burden. Lastly, it is interesting to note that in the case of Ahern, old equity prevailed
while the fulcrum security holders managed to take control of Neff.

The Debtor
Neff – Winner
Neff was a clear winner as it managed to exit bankruptcy within less than five months in
bankruptcy. During the bankruptcy proceedings, Neff continued its business operations with
minimal disruption and did not experience any significant customer attrition or “vendor flight”.
It exited the bankruptcy as one of the lowest-levered companies in its peer group after
eliminating over $400 million of debt, and benefited from a new $175 million exit facility with
financial covenants tailored to its particular capital expenditure requirements and borrowing
patterns. All 900 Neff’s employees also retained their jobs as Neff was not required to lay off
any employees179.
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Ahern – Loser
Every publicly released article on Ahern’s exit from bankruptcy portrayed the
restructuring to be a major success, including Ahern’s financial and operational standing. It is
true that Ahern exited bankruptcy as a much larger entity with additional branches and
developed a national footprint. In fact, Don Ahern attributed the development of Ahern’s
national footprint to the takeover attempt, “I may not have a national footprint if not for the
takeover attempt.” Furthermore, Ahern’s EBITDA expanded significantly to $125 million by the
time it had exited bankruptcy180 which improved its leverage ratios.
Yet, Ahern walked out of the bankruptcy with a much higher debt burden. As of the
petition date, Ahern had $649.9 million in indebtedness and related obligations181. Ahern exited
the bankruptcy with $745 million in exit financing182, representing a significant increase in
leverage. Although Ahern’s earnings power is sufficient to support the current debt load in a
cyclical upswing, it remains to be seen if Ahern could adhere to the financial maintenance
covenants in the event of an economic downturn. The last cycle proved to be disastrous for
Ahern – EBITDA rose from $80 million to $150 million in 2008, but tanked to a low of $46
million by June 2010 due to the recession183. Although credit must be given to Ahern’s
operational turnaround and national footprint developed during bankruptcy, Ahern is much
more vulnerable to bankruptcy in a future economic downturn.
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Neff’s Creditors
First Lien Term Loan Creditors – Winner
Wayzata struck a home run as the owner of the new equity, especially with the recent
initial public offering valuing Neff at a total enterprise value of $1.15 billion (as of December 4,
2014). Although Apollo and the other holders of the First Lien Term Loan did not profit as much
as Wayzata from the equity upside, they were paid in full for the face amount of the bonds,
representing a very healthy return for distressed funds like Apollo that bought the debt at
depressed prices.

Second Lien Term Loan Creditors – Loser
Although the holders of the Second Lien Term Loan received an improved recovery of
$73 million or a 24% rate after the auction, most of the Second Lien Term Loan holders suffered
losses, particularly for Wilmington Trust which underwrote the loan.

10% Senior Notes Unsecured Creditors – Loser
Although the unsecured creditors received an improved recovery rate of 5% after the
auction, most of the unsecured creditors suffered losses.

General Unsecured Claims Creditors – Loser
Although the holders of the general unsecured claims received an improved recovery
rate of 5% after the auction, most of the holders suffered losses.
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Ahern’s Creditors
First Lien Term Loan Creditors – Winner
The First Lien Term Loan creditors, led by Goldman Sachs, were paid out at par and did
not suffer any capital losses on their investments.

Second Lien Notes Creditors – Winner
The institutions that participated in the Second Lien Notes issuance suffered significant
losses, especially those who bought at the height of the boom in 2007. Given that the debt was
issued during the cyclical upswing, Ahern’s Second Lien Notes were viewed very favorably by
the investment community as it “offer[ed] good relative value for investors seeking to capitalize
on the strong nonresidential construction cycle and growth in the Las Vegas, NV market.” 184
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However, when the Great Recession hit, the prices of the Second Lien Notes took a nose
dive. Yet, the depressed prices presented an attractive entry point for private equity firms like
Platinum Equity to participate in the restructuring. Most of the key participants in the ad hoc
group, particularly distressed funds, invested much later when prices were depressed and
profited heavily from the investment when the notes were repaid at par. Although Platinum
Equity made a substantial gain on its investment, it did not strike a home run as Wayzata did
with Neff.

Old Equity
Lightyear Capital (Neff) – Loser
Lightyear Capital lost 100% of its initial equity investment in Neff, and did not have
much of a say in the restructuring process.

Don Ahern (Ahern) – Winner
Don Ahern was the biggest winner in the Ahern restructuring, as he managed to
preserve his equity interests in the reorganized entity—a remarkable feat that defied precedent
cases where old equity like Lightyear Capital would get completely wiped out.
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Post-Bankruptcy Outlook
The Future of the Equipment Rental Industry
After the Great Recession caused industry revenues to spiral by 20%, the industry is
beginning to slowly recover to pre-crisis levels. Moving forward, the industry is expected to
enjoy a CAGR of 8%, indicating relatively robust growth performance assuming no economic
downturn through 2018185.

North America Rental Industry Revenues

Although both Neff and Ahern filed for bankruptcy, they remained as competitive forces
to be reckoned with in the industry as their comparative rank by revenue remained largely
unchanged. In fact, little changes have been observed in the league tables to date—national
chains like Sunbelt Rentals and Ahern still face significant competition from industry leader
United Rentals. Both Ahern and Neff also largely maintain their operations in a similar fashion
post-bankruptcy, with the exception of Ahern that developed a national footprint with a focus
on the Continental United States.
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From a valuation perspective, equipment rental firms have done exceedingly well in
improving shareholder returns in a cyclical upswing. Today, industry valuations are very rich,
reaching an all-time high in 2014 over a decade. With investors optimistic towards the
industry’s growth potential, equipment rental firms have a much lower probability of filing for
bankruptcy in the near term since debt and equity financing opportunities are aplenty186.

The Future of Neff
Neff recently filed for an IPO in November 2014 to raise capital to repay existing debt
while retaining Wayzata’s operational control of the firm through a dual-equity voting system.
Around 10.5 million shares were priced at $15, well below the expected $20 to $22 range,
indicating an undersubscribed initial public offering187. Since then, the firm’s equity has
tumbled by nearly 50% to around $8 in January 2015188 as analysts are worried about higher
volatility in equipment utilization rates and Neff’s leverage ratios189.
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Higher Volatility in Equipment Utilization Rates
The lackluster stock performance could be partly attributed to the higher volatility in
equipment utilization among groundbreaking units, which Neff specializes in renting190. As the
cycle for groundbreaking excavators is much more volatile, investors regard the equipment
type as a less attractive rental specialty. This is partially offset by low penetration rates and
exposure to nonresidential construction trends, which may help Neff prosper in future. On the
other hand, Neff had the opportunity to expand its organic revenue growth due to the low
penetration rates in earthmoving equipment, which it specialized in.
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Leveraged Balance Sheet
Neff’s poor stock performance may also be attributed to investor concerns over the high
leverage ratios. With a Debt/EBITDA of 4.3x, Neff is much more leveraged than its
comparables—2.9x for United Rentals, 2.0x for Ashtead Group PLC, and 3.0x for H&E
Equipment Services, Inc. In fact, Neff is the most levered publicly listed firm in its peer group191.

Although Neff is much less leveraged than it used to be when it entered into
bankruptcy, it is approaching its debt maturity wall in 2018, posing a significant credit risk as
the industry may embark on a cyclical downturn during that period.
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Since Neff’s free cash flow generation in the foreseeable future will be geared towards
debt repayment, Neff will continue to be vulnerable to bankruptcy during an economic
downturn. As previously highlighted, Neff’s Z double-prime score has deteriorated to (2.75),
which indicates that it is in the same financial condition as it was when it first entered
bankruptcy. Neff’s credit risk may deter some equity investors, who may be cautious of the
tenuous stability of public equity given the firm’s history of bankruptcies.
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The Future of Ahern
Since emerging from bankruptcy, Ahern has fully capitalized on the cyclical recovery.
Within a mere nine months after its restructuring, Ahern was valued in excess of $1.2 billion.
The firm has since used its national footprint as a competitive advantage through adopting
equipment utilization strategies instead of focusing on existing stores within the Southwest
United States. In fact, Ahern has been strategically expanding its operations, having recently
acquired Snorkel in 2014. Today, the typical branches are still focused on the high-reach aerial
equipment segment with branches that are 75% high reach and 25% other, which may prove to
be disadvantageous in the event of a cyclical downturn192.
From a leverage standpoint, Ahern would face significant credit risk in the event of an
economic downturn since the 9.5% secured notes are due in 2018, thereby making Ahern
vulnerable to bankruptcy as Ahern approaches its debt maturity wall, which is similar to Neff’s
outlook.

As

Professor

Altman

highlighted in his paper, we are
currently in our sixth year of the
benign credit cycle that began with
the

recovery

of

the

Great

Recession193. Given that analysts
are predicting a wave of defaults in 2016 to 2017194, Ahern and Neff may once again find
themselves in a position where their access to the capital markets will be shut off.
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Key Takeaways
Investors
From the investor’s perspective, timing is everything when you are borrowing to buy a
cyclical company. Odyssey and Wayzata timed their acquisition perfectly and reaped significant
returns on their equity, while Lightyear failed miserably even though it employed less leverage
than Odyssey, due to poor timing and the lack of a liquidity cushion.

Debtors
From the debtor’s perspective, being well prepared during the pre-petition process
shortens the restructuring process significantly and allows the debtor to raise sufficient cash to
maintain business operations during bankruptcy proceedings without relying too heavily on DIP
financing, which is very costly. Pre-petition marketing can also improve the debtor’s valuation
since interested parties have more time to evaluate the business operations and formalize their
bids. By kick starting marketing efforts for post-petition financing early on, the debtor is also
more likely to secure both DIP and exit financing, providing clarity on the restructuring plan and
expediting the process.
Additionally, costly financing can significantly impair the debtor’s financial standing
especially in an economic downturn, hence liquidity cushions need to be prepared in advance.
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Old Equity
From the old equity’s perspective, it makes sense to buy time through appealing for
extensions of the exclusivity period so as to prolong the bankruptcy proceedings. By acting as a
holdout, the old equity may be able to demand a larger payout from creditors or even refinance
existing debt when the firm turns around so as to preserve equity interests. While such actions
are beneficial for the old equity, the creditors are significantly hurt in the process.

Financial Advisors
From the debtor’s and financial advisors’ perspective, incorporating an auction
mechanism into the plan structure typically results in an improvement in valuation. By
substituting traditional valuation methods with a market test, financial advisors avoid the
valuation conflict over which class of debt is the fulcrum security. On the other hand, the
debtor also benefits from the higher auction clearing price, which also improves recovery rates
for impaired creditors (excluding existing creditors like Wayzata and Apollo that seek to
perform a debt-for-equity swap). However, it may be challenging for the debtor and its financial
advisors to negotiate such terms with the plan sponsors, hence the auction mechanism may
only be incorporated on a case-by-case basis.
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